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-BCMC c·h~o$ TJiSsolving
By Ro"'rt Aim)'
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· hospital. Wesner said,
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14 Th~

re!il. related contracts.
Among the
After,~.more ;than two :ye;us of· problem is not accounts' recetvable funding altt:matives of the LFC.
ehaosf:"the.· Be.-n~lmo County but that in New Mexico there is a ·report are ,options that will alo.s
'Medical Center· is beginning .the lack of a funding mechanism for affect the Qwnership and operation.
process of gettint ba~k on its feet the ~edically indigent (the working , BCMC since 1.969 has been
,.again. · .
· .
·
poor). The state has chosen not to operated under a joint powers
The hospital has g()ne througb include the medically indigent in agreement between UNM and
twQ ~inistratots in the past two thi.er state plan. Those problems BCMC where the county turned
years. n was ~avedJrom .being in ' are outside •of the realm .of tbe over administrative J;esponsibility '
. .
for the hospital as a whole to UNM,
dept at ·the encLof the l97.S fiScal .. hospital/'
year,· only bJ the eady-arriv~tl of
.The Legislative Finance Com-· yet re.tained fiscal responsibility. A
medicaid/medicare fu!lds.··Debts at mittee .(LFC) under direction (rom preliminary LFC .. report lists a
the end of the fiscal year for House Memorial 42 of the 1977 county sales t~, purchase by the
sovernmept institutions are iUegal,
legislature is preparing a report for ·state, and lc;ase by the state as
· · u·r think' we are getting a 1\andle the entire legislature concerning alternative funding options,
•.on tbes.e. p. ro.blerps' or: I . wouldn.'t. . · fu.. nd. ing options.· ...for.. BCMC ~-~===..E·a.c.h.....ft.mdi!'..g.---a!·t·"'·wrnativ.e has
have takelkthe jc)b,'' said Williarn analysis of its problems.
·
lcldvantages and disadvantages fpr
M, Wegner, the new administrator.
The · funds·. to pay ·for tl)e the mission pf BCMC. The county
4
' Given .a litHe time and un..
operation-;- and maintenance of. hospital' has developed into~ three,.
del:'standins I think we
work BCMC ··are provided by patients · part misssion: . (I) care of Indian
· them out."
who pay for thier own hospital fe:es patients per federal repuirements;
BCMC's most pressing. problem Medicare/Medicaid, county taxes, (2) care of Bernalillo county in·
· bas been the money coming into the and federal revenues for Indian- digents; and (3) site fo! the UNM
·
. medical school teaching laboratory.
l{ecently, the mission has expanded
;.. into care of indigents form outside
Bernalillo Country and to provide
for specialized care facilities .•.
A· long:term lease between the
county and UNM would give the
responsibility and authority for the
hopital to one organization, . yet
there would be a cost of converting
non:.UNM · employees tp. · UNM
employees. The county miU levy
could also decrease or cease if the
hospital became too closely allied·
with the state;
· The purchase of BCMC would
hold the state responsible for the
financing pf any plant additions.
Legal problems would have to be

.can

BCMC administrator William M. Wegner
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Cites Higher State. Wages

U-.S~A-•. BlaSts

Pay Scale

(C:Miinued on page 3)
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·Bulletin

By Rachel Dlxoa,,.
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The University Staff Association
(U.S.A.), an lnform~tl organization
of"UNM's·secretlrial and· clerical
.. staff, bas plans. to organize formally_ in.. _l~t«!_~.!!l.u.··.st o~·e~_rly'...·~ptem
....b!r.: ·
· ~d"SUsan~wTHtamt.· pro~eil'tdlir- · ·
dinator.
· Williains ~stressed that.. · the
association is not a union or a
representJtiVe of the entire
secretarial and clerical staff, but instead a group of "people joining
together for a causeu to increase.
salaries.
The U.S.A •.met Wednesday to
. · • WQrk' out a plan ~f action to be Setnr81tari,es 11na t::lalrtc~llt workers meet the
ptesented to UNM· President
.
.William Davis on discrepancie~ be- the lower tevels and between eight
John Shedloch, ·committee
,tween state and University salaries, and 26· per cent for the higher chairperson for organizational proWilliams said. .
·
levels.
cedures said, ••l>.avis has
.According to 1he association's · Williams said, that Davis "fully cooperated so far with us., t
•
statistics, the gap between the recognized the problem ·of
Williams said the next step would
·University and higher state:~· salaries discrepancies" and offered his sup. be to request' budget and personnel
·for secretaries and clerical staff port in· working towards a 14 per cooperation within the University
ranges 4'rom up to six per cellt for cent increase in the salari~s.
to get a ''realistic assessment of the

-

;· -Peddle· _:Pushers Provide·
;: Low· Bike.· Costs ·at Co·o
•'.

''
)
.~

,

..... ·Th~ · ·special 1 assistant to ·
UNM's director of the Cancer
· Researcb arid Treatment Center was appm:ently abducted
from an. Albuquerque library
Tuesday and driven to .Elk
City, Okla., the FBI reported.

statistics,'' and to draw up a new
pay scale-more equalized towards
the state pay scale.
·

-

"All we ask is to be considered as
employes of the state and. to be.paid
at the same level as other ·state
departments,'' Williams said.

Margaret E. Burwell, 31,
special assi~tant to Dr. Morton
M. Kligerman, told the FBI
she was kidnapped by l:lenry
A. Brown• 25, of Baltimore,
M.D., and driven to Elk City
where she later es.caped
unharmed.
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Brown is.beiOS arraigned in
Oklahoma City on Federal
kidnapping charges.
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ByChiiltopher'MIUer ~ ·

their bicycles when· they bring them into the shop, the
~· . A ·new kind of bicycle store, offering biCycles, parts, co•op also plans to teach an eight-week course in.
•repair services and instruction in bicycle maintenance bicycle repair and maintenance.. The course will cost ·
.~ and repair at non•profi.t rates is now open nearONM.
$20.
·
The Albuquerque Bake Co-op, 106 Girard S. E., in
. Kovit; said the co-op is still in the process of
~ roqm 117 of the Alternative Community Centel' is soliciting loans and grants form the Albuquerque
:,·seeking new members in its effdrt to keep the high cost business community. lfe said he hopes the shop will be
· · · of bicycle repairs down. They are attempting to ac- able to expand but "would also like to see it remain
· cbmplisb this by providing ~ ~ommunity workshop fot fairly small ,jn ord~r to ·provide adequate personal
·, bicycle owners.
·
service to thcfmembers."
A o11e-y~ mem_bership in the co-op costs $2. Nonmembers can also use the services at the co-op,
The co-op has two bicycle repairmen now .bufplans
howevet,' members receive a·IO per cent discount on . to haye three to ~o~r in the near future, Kovitz said •
.parts alldlaborcosts. . . . . ..
... ·. . . . . . . .
Other successful bicycle co-ops ori which this one is
, .. Shop labor costs at the ~o-op ayeragearound $5 p~r · Partially modeled after are lo~ated in Betkley, Seaftle, ··
. houri' or $2.50 per hour 1f..,th~ btcycle owner stays m ·Minneapolis cambridge and Iowa City he said.
. .
· lhe shop to help work on h1s btcycle. The cpst is $1.50
' ·
· ··
·· '
per.haur·if the bicycle owner makes use of the. shop's
Approximate rates for· repair work for adjusting·
to6ls and does allthe repair work himself.
gears are: 75 cents for a three-speed, $1 for a·rive. Members have a sayin .how the shop is operated attd · speed, and ·$1.25 for a 10-speek; .installing chains, SO:
are nlso entitled to a share of the profits from the co- cents; adjusting brakes 1 $1:~5; installing tires, tube or
op if there are any, said Marshall Kovitz; part owrter patchest $1.00 for the rear tire and 20 cents for each
.and bicycle repairman at the shop. nthe members are add~tional patch. Members receiye a lO per cent
: itt no way liable for .losses the. shop might incur-they discount on these prices.
~'Can only make money if the shop shows aprofit.'' he
..,. ' S'aid. '
~- "We wiU .offer prices for .as low as we -can and
: The· co-op now has about 20 members, Kovitz said.
.someday we hope to offer the lowest prices ill town,'' ·
. : ~ 'Besides . showing owners ho)Y tC:I nrake repairs on Kovitz said.
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The C~llege,Inn
offers you time
to do the things
you wa·Jlt to d6.
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Armed With Words
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·No more wasted time
cooking or cleaning
becaUse
do it!

we

• Rates ()Ompetitive with donns and apartnients .
• Plenty of parking, walk to classes
• Excellent food, no limit, varied menu
• Weekly ma~ ierviee
• Commons building ()Ompletely refurnished
• AU rooms, bathrhoms, haUways repainted
• Quiet floors, study lounges, carpeted and air ()Onditioned
• A good place to live for the serious student

·The

College
·.·100 .

"

~

303 Ash St. NE
243-2881

.

·En~ertains

By Robert R, Lei! .
Writer John Nichols 'described
his evolution from ".HollYWood"
:writer to literary activist to a large
audience in the SUB ballropm
Monday night.
Niebols . is the author of The
Sterile Cuckoo and The Mi/(lgr() ·
Beanj'ield War. The writer's talk,
"Armed ·Creativity: Problems of
Politics ;lnd Art," was the last in
this summer's "Lecture Under the
Stars" series,
Nichols began witll a plea for the
land-grant movement, saying, "In
New Mexico, a lot of people are
fighting for land and water. To me, ·
it's really important that the people
of New Mexico Qnderstand the
struggle that's ·going. on in Tierra'
Amarilla.':
Nichols also caRed recent and
past grand jury subpoenas of landgrant leaders "a real attempt to Hills.
"In 1965," said Nichols, "I got a
break up a lot of political activity
· five-ngure advance on my second
within the Raza."
The writer went on· to say that novel, and my publisher told me to
American society is locked in a class hire a lawyer to handle my financial
struggle which wllllead to civil war. • affairs. Up to this point, Ihad ·
'Nichols said civil war "seems never suffered a serious defeat fu
inevjtable given the environmental my life; it never occurred to me to
.and human-resource crises we're ask myself, "what could go
facing."
wrong?'"
Nichols also said the U.S .. was ' .Two years later, Nichols found
"founded on a conscious policy of himself an unpublished writer.
genocide against the Native "Almost every literary bridge I had
American people," and that built was a smoking ruin by 1967,"
America "rose to prominence on Nichols said.
the backs of slave labor."
"I was marching on the PenThe world , said Nichols, will tagon, throwing tomatoes at
evolve "generally toward classic· Hubert Humphrey"! .
Marxian predictions. •'
"I was marching on the PenNichols then talked about how he tagon, throwing tomatoes at
came to be where he is, politicaUy, Hubert Humphrey, working. for
and his philosophy of "armed peace candidates, listening to
. creativity," ·
Martin Luther King and reading
·TheSterile Cuckoo, published in Malcolm X."
1964, was a huge success for
The writer said further that
Nichols. He moved to Beverly "Vietnam had a lot to do" ,with his
change in perspective. "I had
friends going to Southeast Asia,
and I had two brothers who \vere
going to be of draft age soon. ••
Nichols also said, "I suddenly
realized that insidious racism was
keeping the class lines real clean. I

a Belief

hated America for it what it was
doing to the world, and I hated the
country for raising me."
·
"My first reaction was to write,"
Nichols continued. "I wanted to
write a novel that would do for the
'60s what The Great Gatsby had
done for the '20s. I wanted to use
literature as a weapon, a polemic
and a teaching aid. I wanted my art.
to count as much in history as a
military
operation-armed
creativity all the way."
·
Nichols said further, however,
that "New York publishers were
getting so fat off articulate
revolutionary words like George
Jackson's that it simply reconfirmed the system. Bob Dylan got
rich singing about George Jackson.
The shock potential of political art
is exploited, and then it's ignored.'!
Nichols said his change in perspective had , at first, brought
about a change for the worse in his
writing. "Throughout most of my
life the basis of my art·was form.
1\s for the· message, I never thought
about it; I felt I was in the writing
game largely to entertain. Then,
abruptly, content became as important as form, then more im(c:ontinued on page II)
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BCMC's Road to Recovery

('O.IIIU\ued from pqe I)

overcome if Bernalillo county
transferred to the state the
ownership of land received from
the federal government and
.puildings ·constructed with federal
funds.
A Bernalillo County sales tax is
another method of funding the
support of in!ligent hospital
patients. The sales tax would have
to be approved by the voters and to
date this has not been used.
The Bernalillo County Commissioners apporved a resolution
on Mas 18, 1976 stating the county
would sell BCMC for $1 to the state
of New Mexico. The resolution
stated the hospital would be used by
the UNM medical school as a
teaching hospital and the county

. Still looking for
a place to stay
this fall?
come to
·~

£'.

h~>- ~@Y_aj

">

303 Ash St. N.E.
Telephone 243-2881

~

"
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UNM, the county, or a state ap. ·~
!S •
propriation.. .BCMC is estimating 8
that there wiU be a need or an t:l
operational loan to offset cash flow 1:'3.
<
problems in 1977-78 in the amount 'I:"'
of $1.75 million. It has been 0
necessary, in the past, for BCMC to 8"'
borrow funds from ·the bank and
/or the county each year between '<
t-,)
July and November because the 00
hospital has incurred operation
expenses but does not rec.eive the :s
Bernalillo County mill levy revenue -.1
until December. BCMC could save
$90,000
in interest · expense
The employes will also have
associated
with a b;mk loan and
representation during each step of
earn
interest
on the portion of a
the:_ grievance procedure.
capital fund not needed to meet
:Suggestions have been make that obligations for a particular month.
the cash flow problem at .BCMC be
Wegner said, "What's happening
resolved with funds from either
here has been. replicated in many
places. Most teaching hospitals
originated as public hospitals that
cared for those who could not pay .
recoguized its responsibility to pay
for the cost of indigent patients
form Bernalillo and resolved to
support BCMC with the .present 4.5
mill levy against' Bernalillo .county
property.
The hospital resolved one of its
problems on July 22, 1977, when it
ma_ke a settlement with its employes .
umon_, . the .BCMC Employes
AssociatiOn. The two-year. contract
c.alls for work~rs to receiVe a 40
c;ent-an -hour h1ke on July 1, 1978.
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Do Not Be Disenrolled!!!!

· All.new transfer or UNM re-admitted
st~dents entering the College of Arts &
Sciences must take and pass the Communications Skills Test the first
semester of their enrollment.
Exemptions from taking the CST are
scores of 25 or more on the English por- .
tion of tbe ACT, 45 on the English subject test of CLEP or a Verbal Score of
552 on SAT. If you have any of the
above scores bring them to
201 Ortega Hall.

The ·next test is August 15th,
6:30 pm in the Kiva.

This hospital is going through a role
changing period as the needs of the
health
sciences community
change."
The abundance of problems at
.BCMC -reflects the pressures on a
facility that must meet the demands
of s!)rvices for .Bernalillo county
residents, Indian patients, and a
medical school teaching laboratory.
Solutions are the only answer,
since the need is great, With the
LFC ready to conclude its study of
the nature of BCM:C's problems
and .possible funding solutions, the
county hospital moves even closer
to a stable financial recovery.
With one more problem solved
BCMC is able to concentrate its
energies on the day-to-day
operation of a hospital that not
only serves but passes on the
knowledge of the me!lical service.

.

'•

The Student
BookstOre
announces its

'
1
.~·

,c';

.'

on August 1
The Student Bookstore offers
• officiol UNm new-used books • ort supplies
• colculotors • study oids • ·.xerox copies
• sweotshirts • Hollmoik cords
• complete stock of oil school supplies
• Iorge selection of generol reoding books
• we olso bu.Y bock textbooks yeo.r round

TSO for the look of fashion.
Frames are the thing in fashion this year. Frames by the
world's great designers: Givenchy, Oscar de Ia Renta,
Christian Dior. And TSO has fashion frames in colors arid
_
styles to fit every fancy.
And, of course, at TSO convenient credit is available.
For the finest in prescriphon eyewear and the latest in
fashion, look to TSO. At TSO we care how you look at
life and how life looks at you.

T-S·O

Prescription eyewear since 1935 • Convenient credit available
4300 Central Ave. S.E. • 4410 Central Ave. S.W.

"creag Dubh (pronounced craig du) ineans black ctagln GaeliC and ·chis pack VIIS madll! spedfitaiiY ror

eng climbing, We use a teardrop sh-ape betause .of'lls dean simple lineS lind (or Its east or aa:css. OurS Is
built wfthoul nstrlcllng compartments and bulKing outside pockets-an_d lndestrutUbUit~. The 19 oz,
p_olyurelhane coated ballisticS ny_lon used has 3~o/n more tear strength and 451F/o more abrasion teslsla'nct
than U.S oz~ Cordura. We sew the pack w_ith double-stitched, heaY)'-duly nYlon thrt!ad- bilt tti:'k the
slress areas and even tape the Inside seams. Other features include a waislbell', rem_ovable ~ponge ptid In
the ._ck (to ,protect y~u From sha_rp pitons and Ice sCrews), and severi Jatlgo le:ather accessory patches
(lndudlna two on the bottom) tor altachlng 11 sleeping bag, fOam pad, Ice axe. 11nd crampon.i;. Weight~ I
lb. 9oz. Capaelty: 1600c::u,ln. Color: Navy Blue.

:!lnutttuttt
Qt ulrt
6307 Menaul NE •

881-5223

~HII#H#H#•• H •• H.HI#H#HHHII##HII##~···II•

243-1777
St««e.e ~- StMe, 'l.ei
2122 Central Ave. SE (Across from Journalism Building)
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.Daily LOBO

Letters
Editorials
Opinions

Perspective

An Editor's Viewpoint
.

Peace: Circa 1977
By Tim Gallaghe
A~ the day~ of. summer vacation rapidly dwindle down to a precious few,
we're giving you readers a little break from the weekly attacks usually seen
in this space, in this, the last weekly issue of the LOBO this summer.
·
Too many threatening rainclouds and mellow Harry .Chapin albums have
slowly transformed by mood from its usual cynical, morose self to a more
sociable frame of mind.
Indeed, it may have something to do with the times we live in. A couple
of weeks back I wrote an editorial about student activism's somewhat
flickering life still breathing.on the campus of Kent State University, I said
then that students will still fight for something they believe in strongly, and
I still believe it,

BUT WHAT IS THERE to fight about now?
Pete Hamill wrote a marvelous piece in the New York Post a few weeks
ago about the movie "Star Wars." In closing, the talented journalist wrote
of the science fiction fairy tale, "Star Wars is the perfect movie for a time
when America isn't dropping bombs anywhere in the world; wt1en a
president isn't being pushed out of office, when America is at peace with
itself.''
·Pete didn't bring up one problem that quiet times do pose for people in
his business. News editors, especially-ours, all over the country are tearing \l!SIIJ!iil:l!ml!i!JKW: ::::::tllm:n mmpw.:r::::::::;m;?IDw.mw:::::l!ll::::.m~Letters~Wf1iiWWJ®WW.J£&i#. lid"!'~
out their hair over the lack of news events.
But while good stories seem to be in short supply, good times aren't.
SUMMER HAS ALWAYS been my favorite time of year, despite the·
sweaty t-shirts, too many double ·faults and charcoal that won't light,
there's probably nothing more enjoyable than a walk down one of
Albuquerque's shady streets near sunset.
Someone told. me a few weeks ago to try Placitas for a picnic on a
Sunday afternoon. The Col. Sanders menu and the setting was terrific: the Editor:
uninvited red ants weren't, but my wife and 1had a good time.
Thanks to Mr. Carter you can
The same person suggested that I view the hang gliders soaring down now have your quota of Blacks,
from Sandia Peak out in the foothills some evening. Haven'ttried that one Chicanos and Indians working on
yet, but 1plan on it.
~he construction project down the
SO WHILE THIS MAY not be the most exciting time t~• aspiring street. The President promised the
journalists to make their fulltime endeavors in black and white, it does other day that he would require 10
leave a lot of time for enjoying the simpler things in life.
per cent of. all public works subAnd one of the things that has provided a great deal of enjoyment contracts to go to minority
recently is a live Harry Chapin album.
businesses.
I don't intend for this to be a review (I leave those to George Gesner's
This is sheer stupidity. What's
grading system), but this guy's talent is another reason to spend summer lll!rong with the old system of awarnights with cold beers in one hand and the sports section in the other.
dmg the c.ontrac~ to the most CO!f!·
·
·
petent builder w1th the lowest b1d?
THE ALBUM COLLECTED dust near my stereo for about six months If a company headed by Anglos will
until I finally decided to listen past the songs that had made it on the do the job for $1 million and an Incharts.
.
·
.
.
dia·n company will do the job for $2
If yo~:ve. n?ver ~e~rd songs like "A ~etter Place To Be," and "Dre~ms million, it's dumb to give the job to
Go By, you re m1.ss1ng o,ut on s~methmg that can make you feel a httle the Indian company simply because
better !"'he~ you th!nk you ve got 1t tough.
.
. Carter is succumbing to pressure
Yo.u II thmk y~u ve heard .from som~ people who had rotten luck until from minority groups.
you hsten to stones about WIVes searchmg for love from people other than America~s business is based on
their husbands, and midnight ~atchmen who find joy for a single night.
competitive pricing, except of
It even makes UNM seem e~;11~vable.
·
course for the oil industry where
BUT A SERIOUS LOOK at a composer like Chapin tells us a lot about competition is a dirty word. What is
the times we live in.
.
.
to stop minority. groups from inTen years ago the ignored wife would have joined a protest march in a flating prices· just because they
Bob Dylan song, or Peter, Paul and Mary would have told us how the know they'll get the contract
midnight watchman was shot in Vietnam. But in 1977, the times-they anyway?
sure have a'changed, Mr. Dylan.
·
Carter is not helping the Blacks
Pete Hamill was right. There are problems with the poor as always, but or Chicano or Indians by this
at least we're not spending money on M-16s and Army fatigues that could newest policy. He is merely hanhelp the needy.
·
ding them jobs that they won't
Mr. Carter may change his mind on key issues every month, but at least . have to w~rk to ~et. Sur~: there is
he's not promising to get hush mpney for a felon.
1)1Uch unfairness 1n the hmng pracAMERICA REALLY IS at peace with itself.
tices, 0 bigoted employers wh.o
That's why we can enjoy fried chicken and good story tellers. And that's won t hire. 50 !fl~one because of .h1s
why half of the student population isn't blocking Central Ave,
race, but IS .g1v1ng hand-o~ts gomg
And maybe that's why there's no editorial this week.
to help these people? Certamly not.
Mr• .Carter would be better off

Carter Policy ''Sheer Stupidity''

!

taking some of the money he's
trimmed from his White House staff
~;~nd giving it to agencies that need
more employes, such as the .Cen- ·
sumer Product Safety Commission.

Slumberman Cries
Fowl on Turkeys
to actually changing anything in .the
Editor:
The Slumber Party notes that interest of the students, we think
ASUNM President Tom Williams Tom and his ASUNM running dogs
has not "seen or heard of ASUNM are suffering from delusions of
being called a circus since before political grandeur. It is well known
last semester." We believe the that ASUNM can't change a
reason for this is because ASUNM . typewriter ribbon without approval
is currently known among the from the regents.
By the way, did the students pay
students as the Turkey Farm, not
the Circus, As for the student for the large egocentric mass of
government being substantially dif- misinformation in last weeks
ferent than a student council, we LOBO? We already know it was in
fact paid for by the students. Cost:
don't believe it.
We were particularly amused by $152. Calling activities fin~;~nced by
Tom William's reference to the students, eg. homecoming,
ASUNM having "the potential to "free" is a gross form of false
do everything a small city govern- advertising in our opinion. We can
ment does." If this refers to ripping not help but wonder how long the
off student money ($350,000/yearj, students will stand for this type of
we agree. If this refers to kissing rip off.
ass in Sante Fe without any visible
result, we agree. If this refers to
Kenneth K. Kietzke
helping themselves under the
Slumber Party
pretext of helping others, we
Deterrent of Delusions
wholeheartedly agree. If this refers '":=;;:.:;;;;;====::::;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
Mlll!5, IN 711E LAST
YFAR, 'tflilVE 8£CQMe
ONE OF 71/E NATION'S
I.EAJJ/N6 ADWCATES OF

/lE:Citi?ATitJNJil RUNNINGI
t:uHY 15 7}115?

llfr,.~/

PJJU, MMK,Mte S!NC£ I I.UA5

ANO IT'S

A t.fT7l,/j; TYke, I HAVE FOfJNI)
7Jie SliNSA770N OF OXY6CN AND
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While some federal agencies bulge
at the waist like a middle-aged person with a desk job, others are
leaner and more hungry that the
unemployed in Harlem.
Joe Balsamo
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·salary Discrepancy: TWo Views
Editor:
· library staff, it is understandable workers on this .campus who want
David Pinto's letter in last week's that he voices preference for the to work in dignity for a fair wage.''
LOBO points · to "the gross pay · professionalism of a union as in·
•
Susan Williams
discrepancies between st&te and termediary. But U.S.A. has found ·• · ·
pfo tem Chairper!ion
University employes." The Univer" the UNM administration, so far, to
University Staff Association
sity Staff A::;sociation (U.S.A. I isin be most responsive to its cause; Editor:
full agreement when he continues, U.S.A. hopes to maintain this
I would like to thank David Pinto
"This issue neects to be resolved climate of cooperation and to work for being so honest about his feelequitably, and it should be the con- with President Davis to raise UNM ings on the University Staff
cern of all University staff salaries to levels . paid other Association (U.S.A.) (July 21
members~"
employees who aiso work for agen- LOBOI,
U.S.A.'s preliminary s~;~lary com· cies funded by the state and federal
At present, the members of the
parisons show that only at lowest governments.
U~S.A. are very ::;incere about makranges of.clerical specialist has perU.S.A. recognizes that it is_th~ ing an attempt to correct the glarsonnel, through its "front~end- beginning stages of association, yet ing .gap between UNM and similar
loading" policy, been able to close 246 persons cast their votes at the state salaries. I haven't read
the salary gap with state. !3ut, at · recent general meetings held on anywhere how Mr. Pinto is trying to
the higher job grades and iri the' .main and north Campuses. The remedy this situation.
higher steps (years of . employ- vast rnajority of this vote (243 to 31
Second, I like my job with ·the
mentl, the discrepancY. increases. insisted on an immediate rectifica- University, but a state employee
For instance, a coiT!parison of the tion of the salary discrepancy, who isdo.ng the same kind of work
job administrative secretary shows rather than extending the is receiving more money. Does Mr.
UNM to pay 19:5.per cent less than discrepancy over two, three, or Pinto consid.e~, th~t working i!)
state in the employee's first year, . four additiona.l years.
dignity for a fair wage?
20;3 per cent less in the fifth year,
U.S.A. aims to formally conIn brief, I admitthattheUniversi-'
and 26.3 per cent in the tenth year, .' stitute itself as an association for ty Staff Association does not have
Such gross inequities must be the UNI\II office staff when elections any elected officers or by-laws at
concern .of all staff.
are held one month from now. this point in time.. However, this
But in the attempt to correct this Once so con11tituted, U .s:A. will group of individuals is trying to see
inequity, U.S:A. does not term continue to seek the mandate of that UNM employees who do a
itself "a bargaining agent," as Mr. UNM's office staff in order to goodjobreceiveagoodsalary.
Pinto has .. Since Mt. Pinto supports r~,flect, as Mr. Pinto has so nicely
Georg!! Coston
AFSCME's effort to unionize the stated it, "the ideals and go~;~ Is of ·
Clerical Specialist Ill

£arraro's

""!l!'!!J}J!llf!!!cf..!!,Jl!!l?.l~Xred

As the wife of Joseph Carraro, I
must challenge the assertion m~;~de
in last week's issue that he is an
"outspoken anti-feminist" because
of his stand on the abortion issue. ff
. that is the criteria for being antifeminist, then the ranks are growing steadily each day as people.
become more aware of the full
meaning of the word abortion. As a
well-worn word it expresses no
emotion, .but examine what an
'abortion IS then emotion, feeling
- and disgust must surface.
As far as "Mr. Carraro's stand on
_other feminist issues," they are
quite in tune with today's society:

tion of job discrimin~;~tion; locally
sponsored day care centers, and
educational advantages for women
are issues we both believe to be
essential to the progress of our
community and our country. Just
ask me ... l manage Carrara's Pizza,
am on the Board of Directors of
Right to Life, belong to service
organizations, am politically active,
enjoy participating in several
sports, run our home and hope to
perpetuate our belief in life when
our baby is born this fall.
The boycott that was intimated
evidently floundered as indicated
by our marked increase in business

Interesting, isn't it, that an attempt
to discriminat~ against us was
made by one who opposes such
practices when it comes to her
beliefs(
Quite frankly, our restaurant's
success is not derived from politics
or issues, but from our nondiscriminatory hiring policies and
our non-discriminatory . serving
policies to customers from very
diverse backgrounds and opinions.
We are thankful to our to our loyal
customers who have expressed
their approval of our stand on this
particular issue.
. ,Linda Carraro

The College
.Inn gives
you time
'to study

No more
wasted tune
cooking or cleaning
beeause we do it!

• Rates competitive with
and aparbnents
• Plenty of parking, walk to classes ·
• Excellent food, no limit, varied menu
• Weekly maid service
.
• Commons building completely refurnished
• All rooms, bathrooms, hallways repainted
• Quiet floors, study lounges, carpeted and air conditioned
• A good place to live for the serious student
~

· · The·

College
IDA

•
'

303 Ash At. NE
243-2881

•

Prescription Eyewear Since 1935
1

has ·opened another office

sun square
Shopping Center

4102, 277-4202.
The New Me_xieo Daily Lobo is published
Monday through Friday every regular weeK
of the University year and Weekly during the

Now 3 Locations

summer .scs$IOn by the Board_ o( Studertt
Publications oft. he University of New Mexico·,
and is not linancially associated with UNM.
S_econd class • t'JOStage paid at Albuquerque.
New MeXico 87131. .Subscripticm rate is
$10.00 for tbp academic year.
The opinionS expressed on the editorial
pages o! The Dally Lobo are those o! tho
author solely. Unsigned opinion is that or the
editorial board o! The Daily Lobo. Nothing

printed in _The DailY' Lobo necessarilY
represents the views or the University -ot New

sun Square ....... 7210-A Menaul Blvd., N. E. • 293·8280
·
4300 Central·Ave. s. E. • 268-2008
4410 Central Ave. s. W. • 831·5326
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$159

BELT DRIVE
. MANUAL
1
TURNTABLE
'

SAVE BIG NOW ON A MARANTZ
. AMIFM STEREO RECEIVER •

Priced To Go!
Car Super TUner

~~

AM /FM Stereo In-dash
Cassette with separate
bass and treble controls
and better t~ner specs
than most home stereos,
the Pioneer KP-8005 -""
puts the concert in
your car. ·

I

.

Pioneer
CT. F8282
Cassette
Recorder

..

Dolby. Memory Stop
makes recording a
whii. Snap-in front
· loading.

.

MODEL6100

..

r

Famous Marantz qualCLEANUP PRICE . ity and sound, can be
in your home tonight,
Want a great speaker? Want to
if you see us today.
save
alot of money? Then you
The 2216 is a best
wantthe EC,I1275. This one ·CLEAN-UP
seller from Marantz,
has a glant12" woofer, 5"
Loudness cgntrol.
SPECIAL
midrange
and 3" tweeter for
provisions for two sets
PRICE
earth-shaking performance.
of speakers, tape
monitor and mor.e.
See and hear this
· Dokorder 7700
one!
Reel-To-Reel

Otten imitated but never
.. •
equaled, the SX-1250 is a
DON'T PAY MORE powerhouse. Loaded with

85

take home the
savings.

The
"Best Buy"
Is Now A
"Great Buy!

Three-head three
motor deck, Molyb- ·
denum permalloy
heads,

Do It Yourself
And Save!

149

8

sag

SP.ECIAL PRICE

AM I FM Stereo
Push-Button .
In-Dash
Cassette

The Shure M91ED
stereo cartridge.
High trackability.
Don't ruin your
records with a worn
out cartridge and
IMPORTANT SAVINGS slylus.

' 817

ASK ABOUT
'~CONVENIENT
MONTHLy PAYMI:NTS

85

5995

--------------1
1
Pioneer 1020L 10" Reel·
...... To· Reel
Recorder
__
4-chanmil playback
capability, Up to three
hoursuninterrupted
record/playback.

81

·Loaded with power
and features. FREE .
KOSS K•7 HEAD·
PHONES with purchase WHILE THEY LAST.

1

49995

8
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AFTER INVENTORY LEFTOVERS
Close out!
MARANTZ 22408
AM/FM Stereo Receiver
s345

AMPEX
801 Speakers
· 2-way reserve

BIC Formula 5
new release
onlyS169 95
3-way ported peak lights

S22 each
Jenson9740
6x9 coaxle car speakers

BSR2260BX
Turntable complete with
base, dustcover & cartridge ,
onlyS59 95

>t:l

•

~

Our nationwide buying
power does it again. A
component quality receiver for 79 bucks!
Only al Custom Hi Fil

Maxell UDXLII
90 Min. Cassette
Simply the best
cassette available,
Anywhere.

Ampex 0417" 1800 Reel
Bargain priced.

BASFStudio
90 8-Track ·cartridge
High quality 90 min, tape.

Your Super System Is Here!
Every feature you've ever
wanted is built into the
Pioneer SX-850 Receiver.
Along with enough power to
drive the ECI1255 5-speaker
systems to breathtaking con·
cert level. Pioneer PL·510A ~ ·
direct-drive turntable wilh · --:--AT·910 cartridge completes a
dream system.

At A
Clean-Up Price

899

8

Come
,,
In and give these a
listery. You'll hear
mus1c as never
before.-

FREEISANVO
FRONT· LOADING
CASSETTE RECORDER
WITH SYSTEM PURCHASE.

OUT THEY GO!

·
~
~-, PRO 4AA
.

~

@
.r.~

"'

,.

834

S:l62 ea,ch

MARANTZ 1030
integrated amp
closeout
S1Q395

PIONEER KP·250
FM cassette car stereo
. St1995-

PIONEER SX·450
AM/FM stereo receiver
only$189

'

CERWIN VEGA 36
3 way stereo speakers
S143

'

PIONEER PL-570
direct drive turntable
S320.

'

Sennheiser HD·414
stereo headphones
s37

•

PIONEER CS·63DX
3 way, 6 speaker
with 16''woofer
closeout
.

PIONEER RG·1
dynamic expander
S130

SANSUI5050
AM/FM Stereo Beceiver
S230

ECI PHASE II
tower speakers
SUPERSOUND
S6995 e.ach

S210 each

BASF Studio 90
blank cassette
$225

"~ ~ ~ ~

ERC1405AM/FMStereo
Receiver

S799

MARANTZ IMP 7G
3 way speaker (demo)
each S79 95

. PIONEER HPM 60
3 way speaker

s44 per pair
SCOTCH CLASSIC
90 minute blank cassette
S199

~

•

~

.AFTER INVENTORY LEFTOVERS

PIONEER KP·500
FM underdash car cassette
S15595

•

BSRFEWII Frequency Equalizer

The Audio-

$189

1

8 • 'C' 'C• '() (\

sgg

MODEL HPM100

PION~~IR

!-=;:.:;:q:lq iij 1

To make an excelle~t deal e~en
better, we'll throw 1n the
. r-or-. ~•
Channelmaster HD6005 8-Track recorder.

1----"'!'"'--"'!'"'-----1 - ·'·"•'"' "'

814995
$

Fr.ee
8-Track Recorder

Shure Savings
Custom Style

'

.

.....,;,---,._-~-------'ITechnica
AT-6002 is comtenle,nt
Stick It In Your Dash!
and effective.
AM I FM Stereo Cassette CLOSEOUT!
'
The JIL 604 fits exisF
Cleans Your Records
ing cutout in all GM
While They Play
and most Ford and .
Chrysler products. LIMITED QUANTITIES

SYSTEM With

349

. .

.
than most home units.

-4-_-W-~-~-S-P_E_A_K_E_R_.•I

8

899 95

.~

A-

Tunes your speakers to
your listening room.
You won't believe how
much difference $69
can make.

~

2 90 minute S-track
cartridges. An unbelievable low price.

An excellent deal on an excellen! system! The Pioneer
SX -550 AM I FM Stereo Receiver with dual tape monitors
compliments the 12" threeway ECI1275 speakers. The
Marantz 6100 belt-drive
semi-automatic turntable
completes the system ..

8129

E>r.=:IIIE> Better tuner specs

CERTRON CLOSEOUT

·•

. LAST CHANCE

Pioneer
KP-9005
Supertuner

Belt drive. Fully
automatic. Memory
lets you stack up to 6
records or repeat up to
six times. Includes
wood base, dust cover
and Shure cartridge.
The B·I·C 920 F.

'

Fully automatic belt-drive
table. Precision plus
c_onvenlence at subslan- . . ·
11al savings.

LIMITED QUANTITIEs

RMS at 8 ohms, from 20

Hert~to 20,000 Hertz with
no more than 0.1% total
harmonic distortion. The
first powerhousr, receiver is
!t~ebest.

Recorder

This is the very best cassette
deck made by Pioneer. The
CT-F9191 is loaded with every
BLOCKBUSTER feature, to insure outstandinq
PRICE
stereo recording & playback,
Dolby, bias, equalization,
memory rewind. II you want
the best and want to save
while you're at it, this Is your
opportunity.

1 1 ~:~.~!~~t~~~~.~:ng~~~~b~~n.

· •

Pioneer PL.·117D
Turntable

The ECI Trend 100 Is
one of the best ~peak
ers made by anybody!
Soft dome tweeter, 4"
cone midrange, tuned
port; and specially
treated 12" cone
IY!Ifll/11 . woofer. Compare this
one with any $300
speaker in town.

:·..--·

-· ..

,.

,,

'

PE Turntables (demos)
from the maker of DUAL
3 models to choose from
S99

•

Audio Technica 910
stereo cartridge
only S15

·'

...::

'
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OUR PRICES AND·SERVICE KEEP US #1 WITH YOU!
5005

Menaul NE

(across from Labelle's)

262·0858

<
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ASK US
ABOUT CONVENIENT
MONTHLY PAYMENTS, OR
NO INTEREST LAYAWAY.

AND
5005

Menaul NE

(across from Labelle's)

Wf MAKE IT EASY TO BUY:
Financing available on approved credit, or use our no inletest
layaway, mosl major credit cards honored.

262·0858

'
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A Speciol Bond. On Its Wo~

· Donnie VGn ZGnt Gnd GG.

Final Issue

I~

talented individuals associated with . too. He plays radio,'' they sllid.
Interview _by George Gesner
Turning to the subject of the
One of the blistering new groups the band. Dan Hartman was a
lucky
fjnd
for
the
producer
of
the
band
itself, Carlisi said, "We're
to make its debut in 1977 is
album, Jeff Carlisi, guitarist, said happy with the group. l'm happy
Jackso~vill.!)-based 38 Special· and
they're busting out with· rock'11' they had a list of names and it final- with the material on the album. Of
roll.
·
ly got narrowed down jo three or course, there's certain little things
The group is enjoyi11g their success four names. He said the band that we will correct for· the next
on the concert tour as well as with heard Hartman's album Images album."
There is o11e aspect of the publicitheir debut album, The group is on and Hartman saw the band in New
Jersey though the efforts of Peter ty directed toward the band that
tour with Peter Frampton.
· Donnie Van Zant, lead singer, Rudge,· who also managed Lynyrd they like to de-emphasize; the fact
said "Peter Frampto11 is the finest Sk~yrd.' Hartman was interested. that Donnie is the brother of
Carlisi, along. with guitarist Don Lynyrd Skynyrd's ·Ronnie Van
man their is. I just do11't k11ow how
to say thank you." · The band is Barnes, jokingly said that Hartman Zant. Carlisi said that Donnie
guaranteed a sell-out crowd every begged them to be in the band. would like to make it on his own.
They also praised their man Rudge. . "You don't want to be an offspring
1light.
(conunuod on pQge12)
The band is also high on two '''He wanted to play in the band, ,

''

'.

"Paradise Ballroom "!Graeme
Edge Band/Lon doll PS 686
Review by George Gesner
Although the Moody Blues have
gone thier separate ways, you can
hear the beat of a distant drummer
that was once a part of that colossal
force.
Graeme Edge and the Gurvitz
Brothers. (Adrian and Paul) weave
their fantasies into the lyrics and
music of the spirited Paradise
Ballroom.
Edge looks upon this group as an
outlet for his writing which was
somewltat stifled with the presence
of Lodge, Thomas, Pinder and
Hayward.
·
·

Chicago. Still Post's Post

of
for the summer session
The next Daily Lobo will be the

·welcome Back Issue
August 15, 1977
(Advertising deadline is August 10)

Classes resume August 22.
Don

8Gtnes and

"New York; New York," directed
by Martin Scorsese, is · now
showing at the Coronado Four.
Review by Richard Hughes
If the producers of New York,
New York would have realized that
the rest of us out here in the sticks
have all been over-exposed to the
.''big apple," then perhaps they
j:ould have grossed about 50 per
cent more, so far.
Instead, we are stuck with a good
movie that almost everyone seems
to be biased against. It's either, "I
don't like musicals" or "I don't
like .Liza" or "Who needs a picture
called New York,New York."
Well bad new~. folks, it is not a
musical, and Liza Minnelli is hard
to hate as singer Frances Evans.
Not only that, but even New York
won't bother you.
Most impressive, however, is
Rpbert De Niro as Jimmy Doyle,
sax player par excellance. He plays
his way to fatne, despite being the
most incorrigible person on the face
of the earth. Nevertheless, he tends
to be hilarious if you understand
the humor(ever read any Pynchort?)
Minnelli portrays a singer who
falls in love whth Doyle, marries
him and gains stardom on his

Jeff cGtllsl, the gultGt force of 38 SpeciGI.

:In: C·on:cert.

· IStarts Tomorrow! I
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Benson Dellvets

.Fine Wines
of
New Mexico
Tasting & Sales

Rico's
Winery
64064thNW

..

SUMMER CLEARANCE SALE
• all Levi's sale continued
• short sleeve shirts
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Johnson Gym, Albuquerque
· Review by George Gesner
It took one smile from George
Benson to bring the crowd out of its
calm.
It's not everyday a Grammy
Award-winning artist who has
earned many plaudits as a jazz
guitarist comes to town. He was ex·
pected to put on a good show and
he came through.
Benson, befitting a musician of
his musical stature, had the majority of hiS fine studio band backing
him up. The musicians included
Jorge Dalto , Ronnie Foster,
Stanley Banks and Harvey Mason,.
all established recording musicans.
The show opened with a soft and
breezy instrumental called "Affirmation" off the Breezin' album
followed by a foster original called
''Lady" which featured the nimble
fingers of Benson and the minimoog of t}le song's writer.
"Everything Must Change'' lived
up to its title, as one popular image
of Benson was slightly altered.
When you hear the name George
Benson your thoughts are
automatically directed to his guitar,
but this number as well as some of

the others he would perform
established the man as a fine
vocalist, and as would be witnessed
through the evening his voice was
the hit of the show.
Singing very much like the new-Nat King Cole, Benson,. backed
with a funky clavinet, performed a
(conUnuod oo pQgel2)

,

2120 Central S.E.

243-6954
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Do You Need
Cash?
Earn $15.00.a week
Donate Twice Weekly

•

Photo bv W.T, Hu11

Geotge Benson

BOOK SALE
~ 20%bFF ~·

lobo

shop

Review by Robert Spiegel
As the title promises, this is a
dance album. The combi11ation of ·
disco and calypso is not a bad
idea-they really go together quite
well. However, other than an interesting (and danceable) beat, this
record offers very little.

shoulders.
In this, and similar
roles, like Cabaret, she is almost
unbeatable. She shows that she can
do more that sing in the last part of
the movie as things fall apart
between her and Jimmy Doyle, who
leav.es her to go on his own.
Being so unmanageable, Doyle
never really makes it while Frances
Evans (Minnelli) doe.~. Eventually
they see one another again, but the
outcome is never in doubt as they
·
remain distant.

BIRTHDAY
SPECIAL!
FREE RIDES

Allfilm. Like everyone else, I
was expecting muclf less. It is
certainly recommended as an
alternative for the sugar-coated
· boy-meets-girl slime that it may
appear to be. And. no, I haven't
given anything away; you can easily
predict every twist of the plot.
So give the producers a break and
go see it. It certainly would be nice
to see a few more movies as good as
. NewYork,NewYork.

Store Wide

·~..

~,~Thl-ough Jtily 30 ~.LIVING BATCH BOOKSTORE
2406 Central SE

(Across from Johnson Gym)

Blood
Plasma

KUNM

So if you want to do the bossa
nova while your partner does the
hustle, these tunes written and sung
by Alston "Beckett" Cyrus are
perfect. If you want anything more
out of an album you'll have to look
elsewhere.

IN

FRIDAY .JULY :19
S:PM
Student Union Ballroom

.JU.LY

•••••••

Split F.xp,•ns('s
Information At

TICKETS• Tleketmuter OR At The Door $:1(c:lteap)

255-6830 265·9!!60 2!16-521111
10-6 Ridt'liU('
6. HI

107 Girard Blvd. S.E.

I \.lEAR OLD

..

20o/o OFF•

men 1 S

"Disco
Calypso''I Beckett/Casablanca Records
NBLP7059

New York, New York

Redford, Nicholson, Streisand, De Niro
together for the first time in the same ad

"Gale Force"/Fantasy F-9527
S;
.
Review by George Ge~ner
'
8
Here .are two 'brothers, Ken and Len, who are trying to take the wind out
of our sa.ils with rock '11' roll. Tile Gale brothers have what is potentially ~
an excellent album.
~
. I say, "potentia.lly" beca.use Gale Force, as evide11ced by the better cuts, t""'
0
0"
IS a top-notch band, but the album has four faults. One is a Tom Waits .o
number called "~osie" Even with Sneaky Pete on pedal steel, the cut isn't !-<
. in. the Gl!le Force frame of things. The group also ventures into a funky '<e.
N
,number called."Tur11 on the Blue Lights" which Jacks the force as well.
One of the thousand versions of the Davenport-Cooley hit "Fever" ~·
.....
\0
Ja'~ks
the
fire,
and
''
Amourena,''
a
seven-minute
number
which.
could
have
...,
GtGeme Edge
...,
been cut to three minutes, is short on inspriatio11.
Turning to the positive, Gale Force is a it's best when it comes across like
Ballroom," ''Human," "AU is
Fair,"
"Everybody Needs ~he American version of Bad Company, The group shows excellent
Somebody" and "In the Night of possibilities in their ori~inal material and do a fine Version of a Stevie
VV onder tune.
the Light.' 'B.
Best cuts are: "I Was Made To Love Her, ""Waitin' For A Love "
. ·'
"Reach on Out" and "Let My Love In." 8 minus,

Calysco

"Back on the Streets Again''!Jim Post /Mountain Railroad Records MR
52778
.
.
Review by Robert Spiegel
This recerd by veteran folksinger Jim Post was recorded live on his own
turf, in and around Chicago, The songs, mostly written by himself and
Tom Dundee, are generally humorous, "been hurt in love" songs. Not
ba,d, but the album, as a whole , does not contain enough originality, or
musical prowess to raise it above a local artist's album.
Releasing a live a! bum was a good try, but the,cheers of faithful audience
cannot carry an album beyond its weaknesses. Jim Post's voice and
material are just not strong e11ough to stand on their own, outside the local
clubs.
·
·

New Mexico Daily Lobo

Weeknights· 7:45 Be 9:40
Weekends • 2:00·4:00·5:55

The star of the ballroom is
Adrian Gurv~tz, Having played in
Three Man Army, Baker-Gurvitz
Army and the Graeme Edge Band,
not to IJiention guest appearanceson other Ll;' 's, Adria11 has become
a wel1-seaso11ed guitarist and
vocalist. His guitar lines on this
album ra11ge from a soft crying
style to a hard and explosive style.
The album has its brilliant
moments, but sometimes falls into
the
clutches
of . today's
commercially-oriented musical
ideas, such as a disco orchestra,
which is used at times when the
piece could do very well without it..
Best songs include: ''Paradise

Goles: Blowing Awoy f
3:
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NEW BRUBECK QUARTET
DAVE
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"Last
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to

Save''

tROMBONE &BASS.

Donor Center
8 am to 5 pm

· Tuesday·- Saturday
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Dwaine Knight Leaves PGATo Coach

By Gilbert Bustamantll
finishing tenth individually, !lis
Out of all the UNM sports and highest finish ever in a conference
~ their never ending quest for a
meet.
NCAA Championship, the UNM
Knight won two district inmen's
golf
team
has
come
the
dividual
titles when he played hig!l
8
schoolgolfatAlbuquerq\le'sValley
·~ closest to the title that has been
"' evading the University for so long. · High. He was also Jaycee Junior
::?;
The golf team once finished champion in 1965 after his gradua~
"'~ fourth in the NCAA Golf Tourna- tion from Valley High, From
ment under bead coach Dick 1965-1969, Knight won 12 top
.;;
... ·McGuire.
amateur events around the state. ·
McGuire
after
21
years
as
head
.
Knight turned professional. in
~
l.,
coach, is retiring his poisition to 1969. He served as assistant pro at
Dwaine Knight, once a standout UNM from 1969-72 when he left
golfer for UNM's 1967 WAC Albuquerque to try his hand on the
Championship team. Knight has PGA tour.
Knight won the. PGA South~est
high hopes of making the team into
a national contender. He will take Section Championships in 1973 and
over after the 1977 season.
had .his best professional year in
McGuire will remain as head pro- 1974, when he tied for third at Professional of the University of New Am of the Bing Crosby TournaMexico Nortb Golf Course with _ment in Monterrey, Ca. He also
Knight serving as assistant pro.
finished 16th that year at the Quad
Knight, a long time resident of Cities Open.
Albuquerque, will leave the PGA
"I'm very pleased that Dwaine is
tour to begin his new duties, He has joining our athletic staff here at
been on the tour since 1972.
UNM," said Laven McDonald,
Knight played collegiate golf for UNM athletic director. "He is a
McGuire at UNM from 1966-69. fine young man. Coach McGuire
The Lobos won the WAC Cham- also felt that he was very well
pionship in 1967 with Knight qualified to succeed him as bead

among the top 100 in' the nation",
Kniglit said. ·
·
Knight plans on cutting down the
of the team. from thepresent
18-20 ~olfers to 12 golfers. Under
McGuire, Knight said all the golfers
didn't get a .:hance to play. He
coach. We're fortunate that plans on having a qualifing round
Dwaine is able to become our bead for those walk-on golfers August
golf coach" said McDonald.
22. "That way everybody gets a
McGuire steps down as head golf shot at getting on the team.''
coach after one of the finest careers
in the nation. He was recently inI've been doing some heavy
ducted into the All-American Hall recruiting which ''McGuire never
of Fame in Houston. His New did. This will be one of my main
Mexico teams once won nine changes in the golf program"
straight conference titles, including Knigllt said.
six in a row in Skyline Conference
Knight just recently signed Knox
play and the first three · WAC Wright of Denver. "Knox was Colcrowns. UNM has bad four team orado's High State school ChamWAC titles and two individual pion as well as State Junior Champ
championships. McGuire's 1976 and State Amaturer Champion. He
team finished third in theWAC and was offered a football scholarship
fifth in the NCAA Golf Champion- to Nebraska and a basketball
ships which UNM hosted.
scholarship to Indiana, but he
Knight feels strongly about the chose to come here and play golf,"
teams chances in the future of con- Knight said.
quering a NCAA championship.
"New Mexico has been a con"New Mexico has a good golf pro-·
gram.
We have really good tender year . after year for the
facilities here. The course is rated NCAA Golf title and with the new

library lltaff, it is undl!rstandable workers on this campus who want
.:oek's that he voices preference for the to work in dignity for a fair wage."
pay professionalism of a union as in·
Susan Williams
•
··
1 and
termediaty. But U.S.A, has found ·, · ·
protem Chairperson
tlivor- the UNM administration, so far, to
University Staff .Association .
) is'in be most responsive to its cause; Editor:
,
(con!inued from P•s• Z)
nues, U.S •.A. hopes to maintain this
I would like to thank David Pinto
portant, I was angry about racism, olved climate of coop~ration and to work for being so honest about his feelabout capitalism and economic ~con- with _President Davis to raise UNM. ings on the University Staff
imperialism, ~0 my writing became staff salanes to leyels paid other As!lociation (U.S.A,) (July 21
shrill, spontaneous and overemployees who also work for agen- LOBO),
anxious. 1 was writing too fast~I com- cies funded by the state and federal
At prespnt, the members of the
had too much to say:"
/ .
~wes1 governments.
U~S.A. are very sincere abollt makU.S.A, recognizes that it is_ the ina an attempt to correct the glarNichols said he wrote about ten• s per.
d
l-endbeginning
stages of association, yet ing .gap between UNM and similar
drafts of noveIs between ·1964 an
246
h ·
h
1973, "almost all of them .:rippled c 1ose
. persons cast t etr votes at t e state salaries. I haven't read
by my politicalrage." Nichols said lit, at rec~nt goneral meetings held on anywhere how Mr. Pinto is trying to
further that he ''became intolerant n the' .mam and north Campuses. The remedy this situation.
. t . 1
. ed 1ploy- vast majority of this vote (243 to 3)
Second I_ like my job with ·the
t m
no·th'
· · ted on an ·tmme
· 'd'ta~e rect1'fi1ca- umverstty,
· · ' but a state employee
0 f. anyone
h
· ense
, hY concern ·'ases. ··~s1s
With t e sameth mgs .1 e was, d t pf the tiOn of the salary dtscrepancy, who is dong the same kind of work
1969
In. f
• e_ wyn ekr ":~Fve tho iho.ws rather . than extending the is receiving more money Does Mr
T aos . rom ew or . · or e · th
d'
·
•
h
·
· ·
·
first six months I collapsed, " said a an f tscre~~~?Y ~~ er two; t ree, or P!nt~ constd.~~.. ttu~t work1ng in.
Nichols, "and took the first. deep year,
o~~ ~ ton.a ye~rs. f
II
. dtglmtby.fofrafatr~age7
,
.
n ne ' I admtt that theUmverst-·
breath I'd taken in years. I stopped year, : , • . - . &tms o orm~ Y conh' k' .. · d did
1 t · r h d 'year.. st1tute Itself as an assoctatton for ty Staff Association does not have
t ~n .1
~ ,
a 0 0
ar 'e the UNM office staff when elections any elected officers or by-laws at
1
P r:~er sbc ~onths Nichols began
are held one !llonth fro'!~ now. this ,point in time. However, this
'f . t' les for the New Mexico Ct this One~ so constituted, U.S.A. will group of individuals is trying to see
wn mg ar IC ·
term · conttnue to seek the mandate of that UNM employees who do a
_ _-;r-..,..-.ls Mr. UNM's office staff in order to good job receive a good salary.
rf,flect, as Mr. Pinto has so nicelv·
George Coston
the stated it, "the ideals and goals of · Clerical Specialist Ill

si~e

't

CAMPUS OFFICE

t

O-RTEGA HALL· ROOM 233
Tu.,Th.,Fri. •. 3:30·5:30pm
Or
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Clearauee
Buy2

get2
free

Dwal(le Knight
rules on limited scholarships we.
should have a good chance .
Before, teams with more money
such as Wake Forest and Houston
signed more of the good golfers
than any one else," Knight said,
"Now everyone is only allowed five
scholarships." .

GBXBBA·~

STDBB

,_

'

round draft pick for the Houston
Astros, but chose to play college
ball. McLaughlin's older brother is
a relief pitcher for the Astros.
Junior college transfers Greg
Purdus and Paul Runyan will play
for the Lobos this year. Purdus
was drafted by the pros, but decided-on UNM. Purdus is the cousin
of Andy Fredrick, former Lobo
football star.
Runyan, a ·transfer from.
Washington State University, was
recommended to UNM by a pitcher
for the St. Louis Cardinals.
Cappelli says the caliber of
players in his ball club is improving,
and mentioned that five of the
players who signed letters of intent
to play at UNM were picked up by
the draft in the first five rounds.
'Cappelli is very pleased with the
new recruits and is opimistic about
the upcoming season.

Walter Gets WAC Scholar ·Nod

on remaining
men's shirts and
women's tops

lllHarvardSE •

Steve Torre, from St. Francis
High School in Brooklyn; will play
in the infield or behind the plate for
the Lobos. Torre is the nephew of
Frank Torre, former Milwaukee
and philadelphia player. Frank
Torre is the vice-president of Rawl- ·
ings sporting equipment. Steve's
other uncle, Joe Torre played ball
with Milwaukee and the Mets. Joe
was named most Valuable Player in
the National League several years
ago.
•
Another addition to the UNM
team is Modesto (Mo) Camilli.
Camilli will be playing the outfield ,
and Cappelli snys he ~·swings a real
good bat." Mo's brother Lou,
played the major leagues with
Cleveland and San Diego.
m1106p09fl
Right handed pitcher, Reno
McLaughlin Joings the squad this
season. McLaughlin was a third-

8117Menau1NE

Lobo gymnast and NCAA porn- University's top student-athlete.
standing, academic excellence and
mel horse champ Chuck Walter was
Walter set a school record with a athletic excellence.
second behind Brigham Young 9.29 performance on the pommel
track star Richard Reid in horse and won titles at the Odessa
FOR SALE
scholastic standing for the 1976·77 Open, UCLA Invitational and
Two
houses
close to University.
Western Athletic Conference Rocky Mountain Invitational even
Fairly
priced.
Good to live in or
Scholar-Athlete picks.
though he finished second in the
to rent. Call Jess Reid for more
Walter, who lives in Claredon 'WAC championships.
infonnation. Caughran Realty,
Hills, Ind., was the 1977 pommel
Each WAC school nominates one
255-5521
or home 255-!JMI.
horse champ in the NCAA student-athlete who meets the
Tourney. Walter ended his athletic criteria of junior or senior class
•
and scholastic career with a 3.65 ~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;jj
GPA in. chemistry,
Walter's 3.65 average won him
. an NCAA Post-Graduate Scholarship. Walter also won the Joseph
Daley Award at UNM as the
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1. PERSONALS

2937 Monte Vista Nl:
Final Sole Day
~'/t.t:Bil~ }<ot• goodieS frolll all :3 St(Jl'CS)

WARM FEET? COOL !hem wilh B!rkenstoCfootllrl'!ts from Wil~ Rose, 2.910 Central SE

7/28

Prescription Eyewear Since 1935

3. SERVICES
QA TYPlNO SERVlCE. A complete typing an1
editorial sYstem. Technical, general; legal, medical
scholastic. ChartS & tables. J4S-ZI25. 7/28

I

FAMOUS QUIVIRABOOKSHOP and Photograp~

has -opened another office

Gallery is Vz block from Johnson Gym on Cornell
Speclal order service. 7/28
TYPINO. M,Al English. Selcclric. On campus. 29f

8564. 7128
EXPERT TYPING, 266-4567. 7/28
LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare no•
Call PENM, 842·5200. tfn
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. MANUSCRIPTS

"'

'

HOUSING

· Small fee. Guaranteed.

------~--···-

.

Sun Square
Shopping Center

complex. Adults, no pels SISS-$170, 201-205-~
ColumbiasE. ZSS-2685. 7/28
JF YOU ARE LOOKING for a place to live this fa
. come to the College Inn, 303 Ash Street NE, 24
21181. 7/28
ABATE RENT: FENCED 3-bedroom, firepla<

from

...

'

medical, tegal 1 general. Call266-4770. 7/28
HTYPlNG, 1st qua1ity,_883·778"'7.'" tfn

supplies

MINE 2Ur-8115

I

FAANCIS, WE MET at the pool Thursday_, Wh:
haven't you called? I gave you my number, keel
trying or stop by. John. 7128

Kids, pets fine, SISO. 262~t7Sl, ·valley Rents:
Small fee.: Guaranteed. 7/28
R.OOM & BOARD: RespohSible girl live-in (privl
bcdroom/bath) 1 and care for children ages 7 and
2:30)1111·9pm Monday~Friday, academic year,

IUt IAN PIIDitO, NolL
AL.UGUIIItGUII, NIIW MIIXICO UltO

'

303 Ash At. NE
243-2881

traception, sterilizalion, abortion. Right to Choose

Guaranteed. 7128
· BEST UNM furnished apartments, one block fnl .
campus. Lower summer rates, bills_ paid. Swinlmil
Pool, refrigerated air. nicely furnished new

and backpacking

lAD

I

294.0 171. 7/28

with

mountaineering

fowtho..nouutu-

and d!reclions call867·9910, 2611-9921. 7/28
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con

~-~.
July29~30

•A- phfhi'
College

come lo 1717 GlrardNE. 7/28

ABANDON BILLS! 4-BEDROOM, $190, fencco
shade trees, ·fireplace. Kids, pets OK. Utilid
included. 262-1751, Valley Rentals. Small f•

DL!MPIC
SPOITS, INC.

Interesting, isn't it, that an attempt
to discriminate against us was
made by one who opposes such
practices · when it comes to her
beliefs(
·
Quite frankly, our restaurant's
success is not derived from politics
or issues, but from our nondiscriminatory hiring policies and
our non-discriminatory . serving
policies to customers from very
diverse backgrounds and opinions.
We are thankful to our to qur loyal
customers who have expressed
their approval of our stand on this
particular issue.
_ .Linda Carraro

NUpiST CLUB and campground havin,g Opel
House this Sunday. Family oriented, no 1iquol
please. Near Bernalillo. Clothing optional •. Tim1

4.

the finest in

tion of job discrimination; locally
sponsored day care centers, and
educational advantages for women
are issues we both believe to be
essential to the progress of our
community and our country.. Just
ask me ... I manage Carraro's Pizza,
am on the Board of Directors of
Right to Life, belong to service
organizations, am politically active,
enjoy participating in ·several
sports, run our home and hope to
perpetua~e our belief in life when
our baby 1s born this fall.
The boycott that was intimated
evidently floundered as indicated
by our marked increase in business

* Rates competitive with
and apartments
* Plenty of parking, walk to classes
·
* Excellent food, no limit, varied menu
*Weekly maid service
·
• Commons building completely refurnished
* All rooms, bathrooms, hallways repainted
* Quiet floors, study lounges, carpeted and air conditioned

.PASSPORT, lMMIORATION I.D, photos. Lowes!
prices in town, Fasl, pleasing, CaJI 265·2444 01

but go light

·~·
~~
'•

I

TheY"tre ha'\'lnu a

Friday&··
Saturday

No more
wasted time
cooking or cleaning
booause we do it!

N
· .

Capelli Inks Four Standouts
By Carol Pavletich
Lobo Baseball Coach Vince Cappelli has a contagious enthusiasm
for the sport.· It's mor!' than a
game to him, it's his way of life.
At his house, the railing to his
front porch is designed with
baseballs. In his den is a collection
major league caps, World Series
collectors bats, and ball player
figurines. A lamp in the den is an
over-size replica of a baseball.
Even his car is loaded with "Vince
Cappelli's baseball School" Tshirts.
It is no wonder that Cappelli was
able to sign some of the best high
school and junior college ball
players in the nation, for the
Lobo's 78 season.
Included in the list of newcomers
to the UNM roster are three
freshman, all related to major
league players.

The College
Inn gives
•
youtrme
to study

\

••

Now 3 Locations

Sun Square-.-- 7210-A Menaul Blvd., N. E. • 293-8280 ·
4300 Central Ave. s. E. • 268-2008
·
4410 Central Ave. s. W. • 831·5326

blocks f10111 UNM. 265-5318, 7/28 •
ALL UTILITIES PAID. Comfy bouse, fenc
garden spot. Just $liS. 262•17SI, Valley Renta

..

7/28
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$159

SAVE BIG NOW ON A MARANTZ
AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER •

PriCed To Go!
Car Super Tuner
AM /FM Stereo In-dash
Cassette With separate
bass and treble controls
and better tuner specs
than most home stereos,
the Pioneer KP·&OO~ ~..,..
puts the concert In
your car.

Famous ECI ;s.vvav
Speaker
System
·AtA
Super Price

~~

... .
TURNT~BLE 1 ';---__
r

8

179·

Famous Marantz quality and. sound, can b~
in your hom~ tonight,
if you see us today,
The 2216 is a best
seller from Marantz.
Loudness c9ntrol,
provisions for two sets
ol speakers, tape
monitor and mor.e.
See and hear this
one!

~'D~o;k:o~.rd;e:r~7~7~0;0--~~~~~
Reel-To· Reel
Recorder

Do It Yourself
And Save!

149

•aa

SP.ECIAL PRICE

2 90 minute S-track
cartridges. An unbelievable low price.

(;)=E) ~~!~~~~:rh~~~5units.
AM/FM Stereo
Push-Button
In-Dash
Cassette

85995

.
$18 9

.-------------·1

An eKcellent deal on an eKcelleni system! The Pioneer
SX-550 .AM /FM Stereo Receiver with dual tape monitors
compliments the 12" threeway ECI1275 speakers. The
Marantz 6100 belt-drive
semi-automatic turntable
completes the system ..

349

Shure Savings
Custom Style

c~:v~:?Eu;,.
MONTHLY PAYMENTS

Pioneer 1020L 10" Reel-To-Reel
-..c
Recorder
· -~

SanyoJCX
2100AM/FM
.Stereo .
Receiver

4-channel playback
capability. Up to three
hours uninterrupted
record 1playback.

Sl
.

·Loaded with power
and features .. FREE
KOSS K-7 HEADPHONES with purchase WHILE THEY LAST.

'599

~'1.''

!•r;J;~JJ

AFTER INVENTORY 'LEFTOVERS·
Close out!
MARANTZ 22408
AM/FM Stereo Receiver
S345

BIC For.mula 5

. PIONEER HPM 60

new release
only$16995

3 way speaker

AMPEX

S:l62 ea_ch

MARANTZ 1030
integrated amp
closeout
S1Q395

Turntable complete with
base, dustcover & cartridge ,
onlyS5995

90 minute blank cassette
$199

At A

Clean-Up Price

899

8

Come
in and give these a
listen. You'll hear
music as never

FREE!SANYO
FRONT· LOADING
CASSETTE RECORDER
WITH SYSTEM PURCHASE.

834

before.~

OlJT THEY GO!

PIONEER RG·1

3 way, 6 speaker
with 16"woofer
closeout

dynamic expander
S130

'->

· PIONEER PL-570
direct drive turntable
S32Q.

ECI PHASE II

AM/FM Stereo R.eceiver

tower speakers
SUPERSOUND
S6995 each

S23Q
'

Sennheiser HD·414
S37

FM cassette car stereo
$11995

PIONEER CS·63DX

s44 per pair

SCOTCH CLASSIC

Every feature you've ever
wanted is built into the
Pioneer SX-850 Receiver.
Along with enough power to
drive the ECI1255 5-speaker
systems to breathtaking concert level. Pioneer PL-510A ,_ · ·
direct-drive turntable with ' --:-----AT-910 cartridge completes a
dream system.

•

PIONEER SX·450
AM/FM stereo receiver

•

onlyS189

CERWIN VEGA 36

'

blank cassette
$225

High quality 90 min. tape.

stereo headphones

S210 each

BASF Studio 90

8799

PIONEER KP·250

BSR2260BX

6x9 coaxle car speakers

BASFStudio
90S-Track ·cartridge

SANSUI5050

3 way speaker (demo)
eachS7995

FM underdash car cassette
S15595

•

Jenson9740

Bargain priced.

MARANTZ IMP 7P

PIONEER KP·500

S22 each

Ampex 041 7" 1800 Reel

.AFTER INVENTORY

3-way ported peak lights

801 Sp~akers
- 2-way reserve

129

Simply the best
cassette available,
Anywhere.

TheAudioTechnlca
;~~"'!""'"~
.........
·
AH002is onm"onil>nl
Stick It In Your Dash!
and effective.
AM/FM Stereo Cassette CLOSEOUT!
The JIL 604 fits exist:
Cleans Your Records
ing cutout In all GM
While They Play
and most Ford and •
Chrysler products. LIMITED QUANTITIES

MODEL HPM100

PION
SYSTEM with

8

.

$

Maxell UDXLII
90 Min. Cassette

sag

814995

4

&·Track Recorder

!·

<.:::::_:;~\

1 ~\lD~PI~O~I\;!~E~EI~R~.,--_W,....~,_~,.S~P~E~A~K~E~R~.•I Your Super System Is Here!

Fr~e

To make an excellent deal e~en """""'~
better, we'll throw in the
.
ChannelmasterHD6005· 8-Track recorder.

Fully automatic belt -drive
table ..Precision plus
c.onvenien. ce at subs!an- .
t1al savings.

'·

Pioneer
KP-9005
Supertuner

CERTRON CLOSEOUT

The Shure M91ED
stereo cartridge.
High lrackability.
Don't ruin your
records with a worn
out cartridge and
IMPORTANT SAVINGS stylus.

Pioneer PL-117D
Turntable

~

$

The
"Best Buy"
Is Now A
Great Buy!
Belt drive, Fully
automatic. Memory
lets you stack up to 6
records or repeat up to
six times. Includes
wood base. dust cover
and Shure cartridge.
The B·I-C 920 R

...

-~-

................
YOU CAN'T AFFORD
TO PASS THIS ONE UP

Three-head three
motor deck.Molyb- ·
denum permalloy
heads,

This Is the very best cassette
deck made by Pioneer. The
CT-F9191 is loaded with every
BLOCKBUSTER feature, to insure outstanding
PRICE
stereo recording & playback.
Dolby, bias, equalization,
memory rewind. If you want
the best and want to save
while you're at It, this is your
opportunity.

"~

$319

take home the
savings,

Want a great speaker? Want to
save a lot of money? Then you
want the EC,I1275. This one
•CLEAN· UP
has a gianl12" woofer, 5"
SPECIAL
midrange and 3" tweeter for
PRICE
earth-shaking performance,

r------

Pioneer's Top-Of· The-Line
AM /FM Stereo Receiver At
An Unbe11table Price

Dolby. Memory Stop
makes recording a
whiz. Snap-in front
· loading.

MOOEL6100

C.LEANUP PRICE.

8

Pioneer
CT· F8282
Cassette
Recorder

BELT DRIVE
. MANUAL

PE Turntables (demos)

3 way stereo speakers

Audio Technica 910

S143

from the maker of DUAL
·3 models to choose from

•

..

stereo cartridge
onlyS15

""

S99
·'
·;:~-

OUR PRICES AND·SERVICE KEEP US #1 WITH YOU!

5005 Menaul NE
(across from Labelle's)

262·0858
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50051\11enaUI NE

ASK US
ABOUT CONVENIENT
MONTHLY PAYMENTS, OR
NO INTEREST LAYAWAY.

(across from Labelle's)

WF. MilkE IT EASY TO BUY:
Financing available on approved credn, or use oor no interest
layaway: most major credit cards honored.

262·0858
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A Speciol Bond

· Donnie Vo.n Zo.nt o.nd GG.

Final Issue

On Its Wo!)

PQtQdise 8QIItoom

talented individuals associated with , too. He plays radio," they said.
Interview py George Gesner
the
band. Dan Hartman was a
Turning to the subject of the
One of the blistering new groups
to make its debut in 1977 is lucky fhtd for the producer of .the band itself, Carlisi said, "We're
Jackso~vill~-based 38 Special. and .album.· Jeff Carlisi, guitarist, said happy with the group. I'm happy
they're busting out with rock'n' they bad a list of names and it final- with the material on the album. Of
ly got narrowed down Jo three ot course, there's certain little things
roll.
The group is enjoying their success four names. He said the band that we will. correct for· the next
on the concert tour as well as with heard Hartman's album Images album."
There is one aspect of the publicitheir debut album. The group is on and Hartman saw the band in New
Jersey though the efforts of Peter ty directed toward the band that
tour with Peter Frampton.
· Donnie Van Zant, lead singer, Rudge,· who also rnanaged Lynyrd they like to de-ernphasize; the fact
said "Peter Frampton is the finest SkyJ!.yrd.' Hartman was interested. that Donnie is the brother of
man their is, I just don't know how
Carlisi, along. with guitarist Don Lynyrd Skynyrd's • Ron11ie Van .
to say thank you." The band is Barnes, jokingly said that Hartman Zant. Carlisi said that Donnie
guaranteed 11 sell-out crowd every begged them to be in the band. would like to make it on his own.
They also praised their man Rudge.. "You do!l't want to be an offspring
night.
(conunuod on pogo12)
The band is also high on two "He wanted to play in the band, ,

"Pwadise Ballroom "/Graeme
Edge Band/London ps 686
Review by George Gesner
Although the Moody Bl.ues have
gone thier separate ways, you ca!l
bear the beat of a distant drummer
that was imce a part of that·colossal
force.
Graerne Edge ll!ld the Gurvitz
Brothers (Adrian and Paul) weave
their fantasies into the lyrics and
music of the spirited Paradise
Ballroom,
Edge looks upon this group as an
outlet for his writing which was
somewha,t stifled with the presence
of Lodge, Thomas, Pinder and
Hayward.
·
·

ChicOtgo Still Post's Post

of
......'

for the summer session
The next Daily Lobo will be the

·welcome Back Issue
'

August 15, 1977
(Advertising deadline is August 10)

Classes resume August 22.

New Yotk, New Yotk

Redford, Nicholson, Streisand, De Niro
together for the first time in the same ad

"New York, New York," directed

Don

Bo.rnes "Gnd

Jeff co.rllsl, the gult~f force of 38 Speclo.l.

by Martin

Scorsese, is · now
showing at the Coronado Fo11r.
Review by Richard Hughes
. If the producers of New York,
~ew York would have rel!llized that
the rest of us out here in the sticks
have all been over-exposed to the
:'big apple.'' then perhaps they
could .have grossed about SO per
i:e.nt more, so far.
Instead, we are stuck with a good
movie that almost everyone seems
to be biased against. It's either "I
don't like musicals" or "I d~n't
like Liza" or "Who needs a picture
called New York,New York."
Well bad news. folks, it is not a
musical, and Liza Minnelli is bard
to hate as singer Frances Evans.
Not only that, but even New York
won't bother you.
Most impressive, however, is
Robert De Niro as Jimmy Doyle,
sax player par excellance. He plays
his way to fame, despite being the
most incorrigible person on the face
of the earth. Nevertheless, he tends
to be hilarious if you understand
the humor(ever read any Pynchon?)
Minnelli portrays a singer who
falls in love whth Doyle, marries
him and gains stardom on his

In Concert

IStarts Tomorrow! I

.

.

.
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Benson Dellvets

.Fine Wines
of

New Mexico
Tasting & Sales

Rico's
Winery
64064thNW

•

SUMMER CLEARANCE SALE
• all Levi's sale continued
• short sleeve shirts

Johnson' Gym, Albuquerque
· Review by George Gesner
It took one smile from George
Benson to bring the crowd out of its
calm.
It's not everyday a Grammy
Award-winning artist who has
earned many plaudits as a jazz
guitarist comes to town. He was expected to put on a good show and
he came through.
Benson, befitting a musician of
his musical stature, had the majority of his fine studio band backing
him up. The musicians included
Jorge Dalto , Ronnie Foster,
Stanley Banks and Harvey Mason,.
all established recording musicans.
The show opened with a soft and
breezy instrumental called "Affirmation" off the Breezin' album
followed by a foster original called
"Lady" which featured the nimble
fingers of Benson and the minimoog oft}le song's writer.
"Everything Must Change" lived
up to its title, as one popular image
of Benson was slightly altered.
When you hear the name George
Benson your thoughts are
automatically directed to his guitar,
but this nl!mber as well as some of

the others he would perform
established the man as a fine
vocalist, and as would be witnessed
through the evening his voice was
the hit of the show,
Singing very much like the new/
Nat King Cole, Benson, backed
with a funky clavinet, performed a
(conUnuod on pogol2)
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BOOK SALE
20%0FF
•

StoreWide
rhrough July 30
, .....T,...

BATCH BOOK"""'"'.... ,~_,
2406 Central SE
Johnson Gym)

Do You Need
Cash?
Earn $15.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

George Benson

20°/o OFF•

...

''Gale Force"!Fantasy F·9527
.·
Review by George Ges11er
'
Here m:e tw? 'brothe~s,, Ken and Len, who are tryirig to take the wind out
of our sails w1tb rock u roll. Tile Gale brothers have what is potentially
an excellent album.
. I say, "potentially" because Gale Force, as evidenced by the better cuts,
IS a top-notch ~and, but the alburn has four faults. One is a Tom Waits
number called "~osie" Even With SnellkY Pete on pedal steel, the cut isn't
in, the Gale Force frame of things. The group lllso ventures into a funky
!lumber called."Turn on the Blue Lights" which lacks the force as well
1
,_one of _the tho~sand versions of the Davenport-Cooley bit "Fe~er"
,la~ks the fire, and • Amourena," a seven-minute number which could have
Gro.eme Edge
bee11 cut to three minutes, is short on inspriation.
Turning to the positive, Gale Force is a it's best when it comes across like
Ballroom," "Human," "All is
Fair,"
''Everybody Needs ~he American version of Blld Company. The group shows excellent
Somebody" and ''In the Night of possibilities in their original material and do a fine version of a Stevie
Wonder tune.
the Light. "B,
Best cuts are; "I Was Made To Love Her "'''Waitin' For A Love "
"Reac h on Out" and "Let
·
'
My Love In."' B minus.

Calysco

"Back on the Streets Again "/Jim Post IMo11ntain Railroad Records MR
52778.
.
Review by Robert Spiegel
This record by veteran folksinger Jirn Post was recorded Jive on his own "Di$CO
Cal.vpturf, in and arou11d ~hicago, The so11gs, mostly written by himself and so"IBeckett/Casablanca Records
Tom Dundee, are generally humorous, "been hurt in Jove" songs. Not NBLP7059
bad, but the album, as a whole , does not contain enough originality. or
musical prowess to raise it above a local artist's album.
Review by Robert Spiegel
Releasing alive album was a good try, but the.cheers of faithful audience
As the title promises, this is a
cannot carry an album beyond its weaknesses. Jim Post's voice and dance album. The combination of ·
material are just not strong enough to stand on their own, outside the local . disco and calypso is not a bad
clubs.
·
idea-they really go together quite
well. However, other than an in·
teresting (and danceable) beat, this
record offers very little.

New Mexico Daily Lobo

Weeknights • 7:45 &9:40
Weekends • 2:00·4:00·5:55

The star of the ballroom is
Adrian Gurvitz. Having played in
Three Man Army, Baker-Gurvitz
Army and the Graeme Edge Band,
not to ~Jlention guest appearances"
011 other LP's, Adrian has become
a well-seasoned guitarist and
vocalist. lHs guitllr lines on this
album. range from a soft crying
style to a hard and explosive style.
The a,lbum has its brillhmt
moments, but sometimes falls into
the
clutches
of
today's
i;ommercially-oriented musical
ideas; such as a disco orchestra, ·
which is used at times when the
piece could do very well without it.
Best songs include: "Paradise

GoJes: Blowing Awo.Y

Blood
Plasma

shoulders.
In this, and· similar
roles, like Cabaret, she is almost
unbeatable. She shows that she can
do more that sing in the last part of
the movie as things fall apart
between her and Jimmy Doyle, who
leaves her to go 011 his own.
Being so unmanageable, Doyle
never really makes it while Frances
Evans (Minne~i) does. Eventually
they see one another again, but the
outcome is never in doubt as they
remain distant.
·
Ailfilm. Like everyone else, I
was expecting muclf less. It is
certainly recommended as an
alternative for the sugar-coated
· boy-meets-girl slime that it may
appear to be. And no, I haven't
given anything away; you can easily
predict every twist of the plot.
So give the producers a break and
go see it. It certainly would be nice
to see a few more movies as good as
New York, New York.

So if you want to do the bossa
nova while your partner does the
hustle, these tunes written and sung
by Alston "Beckett" Cyrus are
perfect. If you want anything more
out of an album you'll have to look
elsewhere.

--::::====:=::====::::--

BIRTHDAY
SPECIAL!
FREE RIDES

IN

FRIDAY .JULY 29
S:I'M
Student Union Baiii'Oom

JU.LY

•••••••

Split Expt•ns<'s
Information At
255-6830 265-91160 296-52118
to- 6 Uid<'litw li. 111

TICltETS• Ticket•-• 011 At T.be Do!lr U(Cheap)

107 Girard BlVd. S.E.

I \:. Ei\R OLD

UNM

~.~vf ·~n conc~lf

NEW BRUBECK QUARTET
DAVE
BRUBECK,.

"Last

'

NO

Chance

ELEC.«EYIIOARDS

Save"

TROMBONE & 8A$S

to

DRUM~

Donor Center
8amto5pm

· Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

LAY-AWAY • VISA •
BANKAMERICARD
FREE 110 DAY FINANCING wllh
•pprotMd ctedll
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Dwaine Knight Leaves PGA To Coach

. By G.llbert Bustamantll
Out of all thll UNM sports and
their never ending quest for a
NCAA Championship, the UNM
men's
golf team has come the
8
-~ closest to the title that has been
~ evading the University for so long, ·
.,~ The golf team once finished
z; fourth in the NCAA Golf Tournament under head coach Dick
...::>" ·McGuire.
~ McGuire after 21 years as head
I;
coach, is retiring his poisition to
Dwaine Knight, once a standout
golfer for UNM's 1967 WAC
Championship team. Knight has
high hopes of making the team into
a national contender. He will take
over after the 1977 season.
McGuire will remain as head professional of the University of New
Mexico North Golf Course with
Knight serving as assistant pro.
Knight, a long time resident of
...,,
Albuquerque, will leave the PGA
tour to begin his new duties. He has
been on the tour since 1972.
Knight played collegiate golf for
McGuire at UNM from 1966-69.
The Lobos won the WAC Championship in 1967 with Knight

.3>.

-d

finishing tenth individually, his
highest finish ever in a conference
meet.
Knight won two district in·
dividual titles when he played high
school golf at Albuquerque's VallllY
High. He was also Jaycee Junior
champion in 1965 after his graduation from Valley High. ·· From
1965-1969, Knight won 12 top
amateur events around the state. ·
Knight turned professional' . in
1969. He served as assistant pro at
UNM from 1969-72 when he left
Albuquerque to try his hand on the
PGAtour.
Knight won the PGA Southwest
Section Championships in 1.973 and
had his best professional year in
1974, When he tied for third at ProAm of the Bing Crosby Tourna. ment in Monterrey, Ca. He also
finished 16th that year at the Quad
Cities Open.
"I'm very pleased that Dwaine is
joining our athletic staff here at
UNM," said Laven McDonald,
UNM athletic director. "He is a
fine young man. Coach McGuire
also felt that he was very well
qualified to succeed him as head

More on Nichols

·TGDAY'S CROSSWORD PVZZLI
UNITED Feature Syndicate

among the top 100 in' the nation",
Knight said.
·

coach. We're fortunate that
Dwaine is able to become our head
golf coach" said McDonald.
McGuire steps down as head golf
coach after one of the finest careers
in the nation. He was recently inducted into the AU-American Hall
of Fame in Houston. His New
Mexico ~earns once won nine
straight conference titles, including
six in a row in Skyline Conference
play and the first three · WAC
crowns. UNM has had four te·am
WAC titles and two individual
championships. · McGuire's 1976
team finished third in the WAC and
fifth in the NCAA Golf Champion.
ships which UNM hosted.
Knight feels strongly about the
teams chances in the future of conquering a NCAA championship,
"New Mexico has a good golf pro-·
gram.
We have really good
facilities here. The course is rated

Knight plans on cutting down the
size of the team from thepresent
18-20 golfers to 12 golfers, Under
McGuire, Knight said all the golfers
didn't get a chance to play. He
plans on having a qualifing round
for those walk-on golfers August
22. "That way everybody gets a
shot at getting on the team.''
I've· been doing some heavy
recruiting which ~·McGuire never
did. This w.ill be one of my main
changes in the golf program"
Knight said.
·
·
Knight just recently sigoed Knox
Wright of Denver. "Knox was Colorado's High State school Champion as well as State Junior Champ
and State Amaturer Champion. He
was offered a football scholarship
to Nebraska and . a basketball
scholarship to Indiana, but he
chose to come here and play golf,"
Knight said.
"New Mexico has been a contender year . after year for the
NCAA Golf title and with the ·new

rules on limited scholarships we
should have a good chance .
Before, teams with more money
such as. Wake Forest and Houston
signed more of the good golfers
than any one else," Knight said,
"Now everyone is only allowed five
scholarships.''

(continued from p~ge 2) '
portant. l was angry about racism,
about capitalism and economic
imperialism, so my writing became
shrill, spontaneous and overanxious. I was writing too fast- I
/
had too much to say:"
Nichols said he wrote about ten'
drafts of novels between 1964 and
1973, ''almost all of them crippled
by my political rage." Nicho.ls said
further that. he. "became intolerant
of anyone not intensely concerned
with the same things" he was,
In 1969, · the ·writer moved to
Taos from New York. "For the
first six months I collapsed, " said
Nichols, "and took the first. deep
breath I'd taken in years. I stopped
thinking·· and did a lot or hard
physical labor."
After six months, Nichols began
writing articles for the New Mexico

Revillw · "What was most im- Nichols saw the performances of a
portant about the articles I wrote California-based Chican.o political
for'the Review was what happened theatre. ''lt Wa$ really heavy, b11t
to me during . the research and fun,'' . said Nichols. "It was
.writing of the articles," he said. "I political art that got across its
learned a lot about the North, message by being ·unafraid to
about culture, about human ente.rtain," motives and a lot about people on a
In November of 1972 Nichols
. personal level. Pretty. soon I was be11..an work on The Milagro
writing about people ·I knew per- .Beanfield War. "I still wanted to
son ally, people on all sides write a political book, but for the
politically."
first time in. eight years I also
Nichols described Taos as a wanted to entertain. The dam
"close community," and said that burst, and I wrote a 450 page draft
the people he came to be involved.. in 5 weeks, and had fun doing it.
with in Taos ''have an enormous
"About three-quarters of .the
generosity about life, and a way through the book, I made a
tolerance for human foibles. They decision: screw the cooptation,
taught me. how to be toleral!t again; books could be a legitimate action,
they taught me to -lighten up oc- · I started worrying again about
casionally and not carry .such a craft, about entertaining. l wish to
heaVy load."
·
add to the distinguished volume of
Two years after he came to Taos, proletarian art in this country."

•

Capelli Inks Four Standouts
t

i
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By Carol Pavletich
Lobo Baseball Coach Vince Cappelli has a contagious enthusiasm
for the sport.· It's morf'i than a
game to him, it's his way of life.
At his house, the railing to his
front porch is designed with
baseballs. In his den is a collection
major league caps, World Series
collectors bats, and ball player
figurines. A larnp in the den is an
over-size replica of a baseball.
Even his car is loaded with "Vince
Cappelli's baseball School" Tshirts.
It is no wonder that Cappelli was
able to sign some of the best high
school and junior college ball
players in the nation, for the
Lobo's 78 season.
Included in the list of newcomers
to the UNM roster are three
freshman, all related to major
league players.

CAMPUS OFFICE
o·RTEGA HALL· ROOM 233
Tu.,Th.,Fri. •. 3:30·5:30pm
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Walter Get~ WAC Scholar ·Nod

Lobo gymnast and NCAA. porn- Umvers1ty stop student-athlete.
standing, academic excellence and
mel horse ch~p Ch~ck Walter was
Walter set a school record with a athletic excellence.
second behmd Bngham Young 9.29 performance on the pommel
track star Richard Reid in horse and won titles at the Odessa
FOR SALE
scholastic standing for the 1976-77 Open, UCLA Invitational and
Two houses close to University.
Western Athletic Conference Rocky Mountain Invitational even
Fairly priced, Good to live in ·or
Scholar-Athlete picks.
though he finished second in the
to rent. Call Jess Reid for more
Walter, who lives in Claredon 'wACchampionships.
information.
Caughran Realty,
Hills, Ind., was the 1977 pommel
Each WAC school nominates one
255-5521 or home 255-9041.
horse champ in the NCAA student-athlete who meets the
Tourney. Walter ended his athletic criteria of junior or senior class
and scholastic career with a 3.65 -~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;.;;;;.iiliiiliiiliiiliiiliiiiiiiiii;;·i;;·
GPA in chemistry.
i
Walter's 3.65 average won him
· an NCAA Post-Graduate Scholarship. Walter also won the Joseph
Take it with you •••
Daley Award at UNM as the

on remaining
men's shirts and
women's tops

DI:X_I:aA·L
STDI\1:
111 Harvard SE •

----·

8117 Menaul NE

T~~..e

Steve Torre, from St. Francis round draft pick for the Houston
High School in Brooklyn, will play Astros, but chose to play college
in the infield or behind the plate for ball. McLaughlin's older brother is
the Lobos. Torre is the nephew of a relief pitcher for the Astros.
Junior college transfers Greg
Frank Torre, former Milwaukee
and philadelphia player. Frank Purdus and Paul Runyan will play
Torre is the vice-president of Raw!- · for the Lobos this year. Purdus
ings sporting equipment. Steve's was drafted by the pros, but decidother uncle, Joe Torre played ball ed·on UNM. Purdus is the cousin
with Milwaukee and the Mets. Joe of Andy Fredrick, former Lobo
was named most Valuable Player in football star.
Runyan, a ·transfer ' from.
the National League several years
ago.
_
Washington State University, was
Another addition to the UNM recommended to UNM by a pitcher
for the St. Louis Cardinals.
team is Modesto (Mo) Camilli.
Cappelli says the caliber of
Camilli will be playing the outfield ,
and Cappelli says he ~~swings a real players in his ball club is improving,
good bat." Mo's brother Lou, and mentioned that five of the
played the major leagues with players who signed letters of intent
to play at UNM were picked up by
Cleveland and San Diego.
the draft in the first five rounds.
ml106p09f1
Right handed pitcher, Reno 'Cappelli is very pleased with the
McLaughlin Joings the squad this new recruits and is opimistic about
season. McLaughlin was a third- the upcoming season.
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July29~30

1. PERSONALS

UNM AREA: HUGE 1-bedroom, green yard, S6S, no

.PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION l.D. photos. Lowest

Guaranteed. 1128
KIDS, PETS ALLOWED. S cozY rooms, stone patio,

prices iJl town, Fast, pleasing. Call 265-2444 or
c:ometol7l7GirardNE.- 7/28
NUDIST CLUB and campground havi~g Open
HOuse this Sunday. Family oriented, no 1iquor
please. Near Bernalillo. Clothing optional. Time

and directions call867·9910, 268·9921. 7/28
ACCURATE INFORMATioN ABoUT con·
traccptlon, sterilization, abortion. Right to Choose,
294.0171. 7/28
F({ANCIS, WE MET at the pool Thursday. Why
haven't you called? 1 gave you my number, keep
trying or stop by. --John. 7128

WARM FEET? COOL them with Birke·nstock
footprints from Wild Rose, 2910 Central SE.

7/28.

3.

.

and backpacking

SERVICES

QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial sYstem. Technical, general, legal, -medical.
scholastic. Charts& tabtes.l4S~2125. 7/28

FAMoUS QUIVIRA BooKSHOP and Photography

Oatlery is 1A block from Johnson Gym on Cornell ••

Special order service. 7/28

TYPING• .M.A; English. Selectric. On campus. 2968564. 7/28

EXPERT TYPING, 266-4567, 7128
LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare no••
Call PENM, 842-5200. tin
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. MANUSCRIPTS,

5. FOR SALE
SINGER SEWINO MACHINE left in layaway, not
claimed. EqUipped to buttonhole and zig-zag. Pay
$19 and take machine. 268-4393. 7/28
SONY TRINATRON COLOR. Brand new.
guarantee. No down payment, $7 ,6S per month till
balance Is paid of!. 266-5871. 7/28.
ASSUME PAYMENTS- 40 ACRES ranch near St.
8/24
'
SPECIAL I WEEK ONLY. Sewing machine and
vacuum ~leaner clean, oil and adjust. Pick-up and
delivery, 268-4394, 7/28
. .
·
SUPER BARGAINS: CLOSING stereo department
out. Sony, Kenwood, San.;ui, Garrard, Sherwood,
Lafayette, Jensen speakers, 'EPI, etc. 40 to SO. orf.

266-5872. 7/:ZS
BEAUTIFUL REGISTERED AKC German
Shepherd pupples-, excellent pedigree, 256-0311.
7/28

6.

4.

PART TIME: Satesclerk&stockbg. Must be O\ler21
Years old. Apply in person, no phone calls. SAVBWAY Liquor Stores, S704 Lori1as Blvd. NE, SS16
· Menaul Blvd. NE. 7128

HOUSING

Kids, pets fine, SISO. 262.-1751,- Valley Rentals.

2:30pm-9pm Monday-Friday, academic year. 3

blocks !~om UNM. 265·53!8. 7/28 .·
ALl- UTILITIES PAID. Comfy house, fenced

from

garden spot. just SitS. 262-1751 •. Valley Rentals •.
Small fee. Ouar~ntecd. 7/28

EMPLOYMENT

STARTING AUGUST. RESPONSIBLE ex·

·pericnced, fle~ible c_hild care help for five a~d ten
Yeat old, Babysitting after schoOl and some
evenings in e~change for room, basement .apart*
ment,, near Unl\lersity, Separate enteraitce. Board
negotiBble. Car necessary. Personal and w;,rk
references required, Call professor Landau after

8pm, 255-2635. 7/28

.
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LEGAL NOTICES
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following deadlines found in the Property Tax
Code wilh respect to the 1977 tax year only:
I. The deadline for the Property Tax Department
to prepare and send to the Director of the
Oepartrment .of Finance and Administration an
amended compilation of net taxable values, the
deadline being found in subsmlon B of Section 72-

29·32 NMSA 1953 (Supp. 1975) Is hereby extended

from August 1, 1977 ·to August 22, 1977. This
extension is made to permit the De~ment to
include additional information regarding final
valuations rc:sulting from completed protests and
information on pending protests.
2. The deadlin_e for CountY Valuation Protest
Boards to decldo: protests which is found in sub-

section C of section 72·31·27 NMSA 1953 (Supp.

1975) is hc:reby e:.ttended from " .•. one hundred arid
twenty days of the date the protest is filed ••• " to
three hundred days after the date the protest is
filed. This is the second extenSion of this deadline,
the first extension being found in General Order

Covered

Order is that all protests to 1977 notices of
valuation filed with county assessors pursuant to
the provisiOns o£ ·section 72-31·24 NMSA 19S3

Makers of Ho~td Modo
l~tdio" Jewelry_ .

No. 30, dated April 6, 1977. The effect of this
(Supp. 1975) arc reqired to

be

...,.ago.n

decided by the

County Valuation Protest Boards for the county
within three hundred days after the date the particular protest is filed. This extension is made
because of the number· of- protests filed in some
counties, and the procedural requirements
· regarding these protests set forth by the Court of
Appeals of the State of New- Mexico In In The:
Maller oi the Petition of Ihe First N1Uonal B•nk, tt
al. v. Bernalillo County V•luallon Protrsls Board,

No. 2671.

DONE this 6th day of July, 1977, in Santa Fe, New

MCJ~;ico.

Cecil 1. Pickett, Director
Property Ta:li: Department
State or NeW Me~icO

OLDTOWN

Grand Opening
August 3, 1977

·

RIDES! RIDES! RIDES! Split expenses, share
driving. lTC Rideline, 265-9860, 296·5288. 7/28
EUROPE, .S389 Round trip, open endl lntercontirw:ntat Travel centrei 107 Girard Bl\ld Si3

Suite L, 255•6830, 296-5288. 7/28
'
lTC BIRTHDAY SPECIAL! Froe Rides in July!
Split expenses. Information at lntercontlnental
Travel Centre, 107 Girard Blvd SE. 26l-9860, 29/;.
5288. 7/28
.

CAMPUS OFFICE.

ORTEGA HAt.L • ROOM 233
Tu.,Th.,Fri. • 3:30•5:30pm

Final Sale Day

9•

..

7. -TRAVEL

•'

2937 Monte Vista NE

t::l
~

green yard, $80. 262·1751, Valley Rentals. Small EXTENSIONS OF CERTAIN DEADLINES FOR
fee. Guaranteed. 7128
TAX YEAR 1977
Pursuant to my authority under Section 72-31·85
NMSA (953 (Supp. 1975), I hereby extend the

medical, legal, general. Call2~4770. 7/28
..TYPING, 1st quality, 883·7787." tfn

Small fee.- Guaranteed. 7/28
ROOM & BOARD: Responsible girl live-in ·(private
bedroom/bath), and care for children ageS 7 and 9,

.supplies

lease. 262-1751, Valley Rentals. Small fee.

Johns: Arizona. Pay 2 back payments $129 each,
.Was $17,000 ... nq,w 514,300 due. Absolute money
back guar~nty. Call Tom collect 602·947·.8011.

complex, Adults, no pets $155-$170. 201·205-209
ColumbiaSE, 2SS-268S. 7/28
IF YOU ARE LooKING lor a place to live this (all,
. come to the College lnn, 303 Ash Street NE, 2,4j~.
2881. 7/28
ABATE RENT: FENCED 3·bodroom, fireplace.

mountaineering

Final Sale Days
For Goodies From

f.

8

•

sflade trees, fireplace. Kids, pets OK. Utilities
included. 262-1751, Va1ley Rentals. smBll fee.
Guaranteed. 7/18
, BEST UNM furnished apartments, one block from
c~mpus. Lower summer rates. bills paid. Swimming
pool, refrigerated air, nicely furnished newer

the finest in

-f

•

Cla.ssifieds·

ABANDON BILLS! 4-BEDRooM, $190, fenced,

J,..... , ••

Puzzle Solved:

town
45 Virgin
huntress:
Myth
48Farmer
51 Latium
dialect
52 Narrates
54 Separating
violently
58 Australian
bird: Var.
59 Fly upward
61 One who is
.ruined:
Siang
62 Diagonal
Star"
8 S1.1dden
line
dash
author
63 Recording • 9 Splash of
22 ~\lltary
3!} High mounmedium
liguld
tains
scie.nce
64 Delete
10 Far-off
~2 Where Des
24 Storage
65 European
11 Shun
Moines ts:
area
volcano
12 Coerce
2 words
26 Swaps
66 Hastened
13 Lock of hair 43 Myth. box
27 Croupier's, 67 Declaims
21 Before theta
owner •
accessory
violently
30Skin
23 Lacking
46 Took on
coloring
oo•••N·
delicacy
food
31 Trifle .
"
25 Essential
47 Hang
320fone's
1 He raised
27 Arabian
ar.ound
forefathers
Cain
governor
48 Loon's reta37 ···Hayes:
live
2 Made cloth 28 Time long
lwoJima
on a loom
past
49Put back
hero
3 "Met's sleep 29 RelatlV!!Of 50 City in N.Y.
38 Horseplayers
••••"
etc.
.State
40Japanese
4. Deliverance 33 Shared top 53 Cleansing
sash
5 Shortage
billing
agent
41 Bull-pen
34 Equine color 55-··· instant
6 "The
members
Manchurian 35 Touch
58 Bird struc43 Apostle to
against
ture
. ·········"
the
7 N. American 36 Feminine
57 French
Gentiles
Indian
name
stoneware
38 "Western
60 Monkey
4~ ···horse
ACROSS
1 -'---· from
the wise
&Chicago
team
10 Insane
14 Gilt receiver
15 ~Pinning
ltke; -·16 Boy s. name
17 Span_1sh .
provmce
18 Actress····
Gwyn
19 Offended:
Informal
20 Measured

l...

'

''~t.,,.,

Ontinental 'l'rBvel

Ge"""-¢0

INTERNATIONAL
CIIAR'I'ER FLIGHTS
(over 7 ,000)
Long Distance
Rides
Drivers File Free
Vorte:r Theatre
iJvents and
Information
Intercontinental
TRAVEl, CENTRE
107 Girard Blvd. S.E.
255-61l30
10.6

265·9860

Rideline

296·5288

6 ·10

A men's and Women's
wear shop at
affordable prices

• Gifts
• Imports
• Originals
2312-A Centro.l SE.
255-7792 mon-Sat 9:30-6:30

.t

38 Special Busting O"t
e)
brother on the way, said that he
of somebody else's talent, Our "can singhis ass off.";
music is directed toward 38 Special,
With the feeli,ng that everything
"he said.
is going 38 Special's way, VanZant
· Donnie Van Zant is one· in- said, "I'm always in a good mood,
dividual who doesn't have to worry drink Jack Daniels every night; it
about being compared to somebody makes you crazy. Just can't be no
else; he's one of a kind. He said; happier."The 38 Special is in a
"Music is definitely in the family, . euphoric state. over their successes
My father plays harmonica,'' and, . and with a group feeling that W?-Y·
commenting about a younger there's no stopping them.
(conunu•d ftolll pc.g•

Ronnl; .foatet gtaba the ap!)tllght

a

fine ~lnl-moog solo•

... On I~ As o· Benson Con

\

~

( COIItlnued f1011 poge 8)

t

~

with

=

number called. "Nature Boy'' off
his latest album written by the late
great . Any potential gap in the
· number was filled in nicely by his
vocal improvisations. ·
In tribute to the late Paul Desmond, the group performed an interesting version of "Take Five."
The piece was a showcase for others
in the band as Foster, Dalto and
Mason (who took five on his drum
solo) took the. spotlight in the fifth
song to be performed that evening.
· Benson then strolled down Ab-bey Road with "Here Comes the
S!Jn., with an opening verse of
piano and voice setting a laid back
feeling like a hot su_mmer day

\

1
f

f

~·

.,..
I

•
~.

:

't'

h.:'

before erupting into the full band
sound in the second go-round.
The instrumental "Six to Four''
preceded the beautiful R&B
ballad, off the Ali soundtrack "The
Greatest Love of All.'' Once again
Benson's voice had a range and
sincerity I had never expected of
him. When he wasn't singing, he
was using his voice as another instrument in peJ'fect synchronization
with his guitar.
Benson ended the set with his
newest hit ~ong and his first one.
.~'I'm Gonna Love you More" had
an air of a Caribbean island setting
with its subtle touch of calypso/island rhythms. "Masquerade"
featured the beautiful piano solo of

Dalto who added the cool. and
refined sense to the group's sound.
The guitarist/vocalist opened the
encore with War's ''The World is a
Ghetto" which proved to be the
high point of the ~vening with crisp
and clean ·guitar work. One pro- .
blem with the c'oncert was· an
acoustic one. Accomplished as
Benson's musicians are, they overshadowed his guitar playing, not in
technique, but in loudness. The
drums and bass would have produced more of an effective sound if
they had been tuned down.
Benson ended the show with
"Breezin" an instrumental which George Benson delighted
capped the evening beautifully. It a _pack'd J~!'.ns~n Gym
was a .beautiful eyenimt.

...

...

Photos by W .T, ;Hunt

Crowd Sunday With
jazz and R & 8.
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Fighte·r
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3 Chili Cheese
Dogs$1.09
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Dairy Queen* braziet
has it all ·
Food and· Dessert

\..

'1\eg. LJ.S Pn Off, Am. D.O. Corp tel Copy, gilt 1915, Am. D.O. Corp .

.. ..
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Regular Size
SUNDAES
for the price of. one
With thi,<; coupon

Expires August 3, 1977

Valid only at 2.300 Central or lith & 1-40

